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The problem of this paper is to give concrete descriptions of the dual 
categories of Grothendieck categories, and also to construct explicit duality 
functors. A short, but rather unprecise description of the main results of this 
paper is the following 
THEOREM A. A category 91 is a Grothendieck category z# it is dual to the 
category STC(R) of strict complete topologically coherent R-left modules ower 
some strict complete topologically left coherent and linearly compact ring R. lj 
Here a topological R-left module .Y is called topologically coherent if it 
admits a basis of neighborhoods of 0 consisting of submodules X’ such that 
-X/S’ is coherent in the category of discrete topological R-modules. 
l’he main new definition is that of linear compactness (more general than 
in the literature): An R-module X is called algebraically linearly compact if 
for each decreasing family (Xi ; i E I), I directed, of finitely generated sub- 
modules Xi of X the intersection nj Si is again finitely generated and the 
canonical map X - lim X/Xi is surjective. A topological R-left module X is 
called topologically linearly compact if it has a basis of neighborhoods of 0 
consisting of submodules X’ such that S/X’ is algebraically linearly compact. 
A comp!ete topologically coherent R-module is called strict (Jan-Erik Roos 
suggests the term “proper”) if each topologically coherent closed submodule 
I- of -\I, such that (X/Y)dis (X/Y with the discrete topology) is coherent, is 
open. Strictness is a notion of a technical nature which is necessary to insure 
that the relevant categories of topological modules are Abelian. 
As a consequence of Theorem A one sees that a category \!I is a locally 
nocthcrian Grothendieck category i f f  it is dual to the category of complete 
topologically coherent R-left modules over some complete topologically left 
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coherent and coperfect ring R. An R-left module X is called (algebraically) 
left coperfect if it satisfies the descending chain condition on finitely generated 
submodules. It is easy to see that in this case all complete topologically 
coherent R-modules are strict. The above described important special case 
of Theorem A has been proven by JanErik Boos in [I I], and indeed Roos’ 
paper inspired me to the more comprehensive result of this paper. 
The first two sections of this paper contain preliminary material on 
Grothendieck categories and topological modules. The main references for 
these are the paper by J.-E. Boos (/or. cit.) and Peter Gabriel’s these ([5]). 
Indeed both Boos’ and my results are generalizations of the duality theory for 
locally finite Grothendieck categories in [5]. 
The third and fourth sections contain the first main theorem of this paper. 
Let 9I be a Grothendieck category. Choose a full and skeletal-small sub- 
category’ YL of ‘3 which generates 3 and such that subobjects, quotient objects, 
and finite coproducts of objects in 91 are again in 91. Choose an injective 
cogencrator E of 91 such that each hJ E 91 can be embedded into some 
Eh, k E N. The groups YI(i3, E), =1 E PI, are left VI(E, E)-modules in the 
natural manner. On ?l(A, B) there is a unique topology [the ($2, E)-topology] 
which makes %(A, E) a topological group and has the subgroups ‘L((d/N, E) 
A’ C il, :c’ E ‘3, as basis of neighborhoods of 0. 
'~HEOREIM B. 9l, 91, E, topologies as above. 
(1) The ring YI(E, E) is a strict complete topologically left coherent and 
linearly compact ring. 
(2) The functor A -+ (LI(A, E) de$nes an equivalence 
‘21”” - STC(YI(E, E)). ~ 
Theorem B proves the first half of theorem A in a precise manner, in 
particular a concrete duality functor is given. 
The fifth and sixth sections prove the other half of Theorem A, namely 
THEOREM C. Let R be topologically left linearly compact ring, The category 
STC(R) 01’ is a Grothendieck category. I/ 
In Section 5 I describe a more general procedure on how to construct co- 
Grothendieck categories from linearly compact categories of modules. 
In Section 7 I prove a topological Morita theorem describing the relation 
between two strict complete topologically coherent and linearly compact 
rings R and S if the categories STC(R) and STC(S) are equivalent. 
Section 8 is devoted to examples. I develop duality theories for module 
categories and spectral categories ([6]). In particular, I characterize by left- 
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sided conditions those rings R which are right self-injective and have the 
property that each right ideal is the annihilator of finitely many elements in R 
(generalized right quasi-Frobenius rings, see e.g., [lo]). 
The last Section describes a representation of Grothendieck categories 
by functor categories. 
It seems to me that the theorems B and C will have many other applications, 
e.g., in the theory of modules and rings. 
Notation. I use the following abbreviations: 
(1) i f f  =ifandonlyif 
(2) w.1.o.g. = without loss of generality 
(3) w.r.t. = with respect to 
(4) lim = inverse limit, limit 
(5) colim = direct limit, colimit 
(6) // denotes the end of a proof 
(7) ker resp. coker denote kernel resp. cokernel of a morphism. 
During the preparation of this paper I was a member of the Department 
of Mathematics at the University of Chicago. I thank the department, in 
particular Saunders MacLane and Richard Swan, for this valuable 
opportunity, and the many things I learned during my stay in Chicago. 
I. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS FOR CATEGORIES 
This paragraph serves as a dictionary for the later sections of this paper. 
I have collected several notions which have been defined and exploited by 
several authors, have been commonly used, but never appeared in a book. 
I also prove several easy propositions which are used later on. 
Skeletal-small categories. A category ‘% is called skeletal-small if it is 
equivalent to a small category, i.e., if the skeleton Sk(%) of % is a set and not 
just a class. The skeleton of !Q is a chosen representative system of the iso- 
morphism classes of %. I shall use skeletal-small categories like small 
categories. In particular, if fi is a skeletal-small and 2l any category one 
obtains the category ‘$!I” of all functors form ‘% to 2I. 
Cojinal functors. Let F : X + Y be a functor from a small (or skeletal- 
small) category X to a category Y. The functor F is called cojnal if the 
following relations hold: If  G : Y --j A is another functor, then colim r G 
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exists i f f  colim, GF exists, and if both these colimits exist the canonical 
morphism 
is an isomorphism. 
colim, GF --t colim r G 
It is known (for a proof see e.g., [9], Lemma 2.1) that a functor F : X - Y 
is cofinal i f f  all fibers y/F, y  E Y, of F are connected. The fiber y/F has the 
objects (x, f) where x E X and f : y + Fx, and the corresponding morphisms. 
A category C is called connected if it is not empty and if any two objects c 
and d of C can be joined by a sequence of morphisms 
in (‘. 
c = co - Cl - l-2 -+ C,) ... - c,L :d 
A small (or skeletal-small) full subcategory S of Yr is called cofinal if the 
injection functor is cofinal. 
A category Y is called$lteredJrorn above or directed (upwards) if it satisfies 
the following three conditions: 
(1) I‘ is not empty. 
(2) For each yi , ya E Y there is a y  E I7 with Y(yi , y) f  # -;‘- Y(y, , y). 
(3) Each diagram yr =f yz in I- can be completed to a commutative 
diagram 
y1 =Z yz --f y  in I’. 
LEMJl.4 1.1. Let X be a small, full subcategory of a directed category Y. 
Then S is cojinal in Y z# fey each y  E Iv there is an x E X and a morphism 
y  ---z x. If X is cojnal in Y then X is also directed. 
Proof. The conditions mean that the categoriesy/S, y  E Y, are nonempty. 
It is easy to see that they are indeed connected since Y is filtered from above. /’ 
The dual notion of cofinal is coinitiai. 
Codense functors. A functor F : S + Y7 is called codense ([ 121, p. 80) if 
for each y  E Y the relation 
y  = colimF17, P 
holds where P : F/y + Y : (Fx L y) 1~ F.v is the canonical projection from 
F/y to Y. The universal cone from P to y  is given by 
P(Fx L -y) = Fx f_ y. 
I f  X is skeletal-small a functorF : X -+ Y is codense if f  the functor 
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is a full embedding (see e.g., [12], L emma 1.7). This result is originally due to 
Lambek. The dual notion of codense is dense. 
Grothendieck categories. A Grothemdieck category is an Abelian category 91 
which admits arbitrary coproducts, has a family of generators and satisfies 
the following condition (AB5)([7], ch. 1): I f  A E ‘8, if A’ is a subobject of A, 
and if (A, ; i E 1) I directed, is an increasing family of subobjects of r3 then 
u (A’ n A,) = -3’ n u Ai . 
/Cl i i .isl 
I use the symbols (J resp. 0 to denote the supremum resp. infimum in a 
lattice. The condition (ABS) on ?I is equivalent with the exactness of the 
colimit functors 
colim, : \21X ---f ?I 
where S is a directed small category ([7], ch. 1). 
Finitely closed generating subcategories of Grothendieck categories. A class of 
objects (= full subcategory) 93 of an Abelian category 2l with coproducts is 
said to generate PI if for each A E YI there is a family (Ni ; i ~1) of objects of 
% and an exact sequence 
If ‘3 is skeletal-small then ‘% generates 91 if f  the skeleton of 91 is a set of 
generators of ‘21. 
A full subcategory ‘$3 of an Abelian category 2l is called finitely closed if 
the subobjects, quotient objects, and finite coproducts of objects in % are again 
in ‘9. I f  ‘$3 is a finitely closed subcategory of the Abelian category ?I then 91 
is Abelian and the injection ‘3 + ?l is exact. 
LEMhIA 1.2. Let $8 be a Grothendieck category and % a fu& skeletal-small, 
and finitely closed subcategory of 21. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) 92 generafes 91. 
(2) ‘iTI is codense in 91. 
If  (1) and (2) are satisfied and A E 41 then the category R/A is filtered from 
above and the full subcategory (‘ilJ/r3)’ : = (N _C A, NE ‘%} of %,‘=I is a 
small, cofinal subcategory of m//Z. 
Proof. (2) => (1): This implication is obvious because of the canonical 
epimorphisms 
LJ (AV; NE Sk(%), (N -+ A) E m/.4) -+ colim~,,N z A. 
Here A 6 81, and Sk(%) denotes the skeleton of ‘3. 
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(1) =-> (2): (a) A straight forward calculation shows that ‘%/A is filtered 
from above for each 3 E 91 whenever ‘% is a full, finitely closed subcategory 
of 91. 
(b) By Lemma 1.1 the category (%/A)’ is cofinal in %/A. For if N -f, A 
is any object in %/A, then f factorizes as 
iV-f2 Imf + il, 
and f’ is a morphism in %/A from 
(N f  A) to (Im f -+ A) E (%/A)‘. 
(c) Since % generates ?I and is finitely closed one has 
A = (j (N; (NC A) E (R/A)‘). 
But (‘%/A)’ is filtered from above, hence A g colirn(slla), N. Since ($%/A) is 
cofinal in ‘S/A there results 
d -s colimgl,, N, i.e. !IJ is codense in 41. Ii 
LEMMA 1.3. Let 2I be a Grothendieck category and ‘S,, a class of objects of ‘II. 
Then there is a smallest full and$nitely closed subcategory (!I&) of 2I containing 
‘$I0 . I f  !X2, is skeletal-small so is (!I$,). 
Proof. By induction I define a sequence of full subcategories 91, of BI. 
For n = 0 one starts with the given class %,, . I f  n 3 1, then !lJn is the full 
subcategory of 2I consisting of all subobjects, quotient objects, or finite 
coproducts of objects in flJz,-.r . Let (%a) : = (Jn !Rn . Obviously t%,) is the 
smallest full, finitely closed subcategory of !?I containing %a . I f  91, is skeletal- 
small, then so is (X,). This follows from the fact that in a Grothendieck 
category the subobjects of a given object form a set. /I 
As a corollary one obtains the 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let $!I be a Grothendieck category and 6 a set of generators 
of ‘$1. Then (6) is a skeletal-small, full, finitely closed and generating sub- 
category of 2l. I( 
PROPOSITION 1.5. If ‘X is a Grothendieck category then there are a full, 
skeletal-small, jinitely closed and generating subcategory 91 of 4I and an injective 
cogenerator E of 91 such that for each N E % there is a short exact sequence 
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Proof. Take ‘!R : = (6) as in the preceding proposition, and for E an 
injective envelope of JJ (N; NE Sk(%)). /I 
Given a Grothendieck category 21 there are in general many pairs (%, E) 
of a full, skeletal-small, finitely closed and generating subcategory % of 2I 
and an injective cogenerator E such that each NE % can be embedded into 
some EX, k E N. For special 21’s however, special pairs (%, E) are naturally 
associated with 21. 
EXAMPLES 1.6. (1) If  21 is a locally noetherian category, i.e., a 
Grothendieck category with a family of noetherian generators, one can take 
as % the category of all noetherian objects in 21. An appropriate choice for E 
is the coproduct of a representative system of indecomposable injective 
objects in 21. (Compare [II], Section 3, Theorem 4). 
(2) Let ?l be a spectral category, i.e., a Grothendieck category in which 
“very morphism splits ([6], 1.4), and let L? be a generator of 21. Then E is 
also an injective cogenerator of ‘2l. The full subcategory % of 21 of all sub- 
objects (= direct factors) of some E k, k E N, is skeletal-small, finitely closed 
and generates 21. The pair (3, E) satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1.5. 
(3) Let R be a ring. The module R, is a generator of mod R, , and 
(RR) = : 22 is the full subcategory of mod R, of all submodules of finitely 
generated modules. This !R is a full, skeletal-small, finitely closed and 
generating subcategory of mod R, . The following proposition answers for 
which injectires E the pair (‘il?, E) satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1.5 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let R be a ring, ‘3 the full subcategory of mod R, of 
all submodules of Jinitely generated ones, and E an injective R-right module. 
The following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) The module E is a cogenerator of mod R, , and for each NE ‘3 there 
is an exact sequence 
0 + A: + EL’ kEN. 
(2) For each right ideal a of R there are$nitely many elements xi E E, 
i E I, such that a = flisl (0 : x). 
Proof. (1) 2 (2) Let (I be a right ideal of R. By (1) there is an exact 
sequence 
0 + Rja + EL, kE N, 
i.e., an exact sequence 
0 + a --3 R & EK. 
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Letf, ,..., fk be the k components off. The linear mapsf, are of the form 
fi : R - E : 7 ‘m+ s,r 
where xi E E. Moreover, ker fi = (0 : .Q). But then 
a = kerf = fl kerf, = n (0 : +), 
1 
(2) s (1): (a) 1 show first that E is a cogenerator. Let A 2 B be a 
nonzero linear map, and let bR be a nonzero cyclic submodule of Im f. 
By (2) the right ideal (0 : 6) of R is of the form 
(0 : b) = n (0 : xi) 
‘El 
where 2si , i E 1, are finitely many elements of E. One of the xi , say xi , is not 
0 since b is not zero. There results the nonzero morphism 
lz : bR g R/(0 : 6) - Is’ : (0 : b) -j- Y f\r .QY 
which can be extended to a nonzero morphism k : B - E with 
k/m = 11 $ 0. Since 0 Ifi bR c Im f 
this implies that kf f  0. Hence B is a cogenerator. 
(b) It is obviously enough to show that for each finitely generated R- 
right module N there is an exact sequence 
I show this by induction on the number of generators of N. If  A’ = nR is 
cyclic, then 
(0 : n) = n (0 : xi) 
IEI 
where si , i t I, is a finite family of elements of E. There results the exact 
sequence 
0-+(O:n)+R-fE’ 
where the i-th component off is the map R + E : Y mu X,Y. Hence the exact 
sequence 
0 -+ .V = nR g R!‘(O : n) -% E’ 
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where g is induced from f. Now assume that N has k generators. Then there 
is an exact sequence 
where N’ resp. N” have k ~ 1 resp. one generators. The modules X’ resp. N” 
can be embedded into E”’ resp. EX” by the induction hypothesis. By [4], 
ch. 5, prop. 2.2, there results a commutative exact diagram 
which shows that N can also be embedded into some l?‘, k E N. ~~ 
(4) I consider a special case of (3). In the situation of (3) it is reasonable 
to ask when one may choose E = R. 
COROLLARY 1.8. R and ‘3 as in Proposition 1.7. The .follozcing assertions 
are equivalent: 
(1) The module R, is an injective cogenerator qf mod R, , and for each 
NE 91 there is a short exact sequence 
(2) The ring R is right selfinjective, and .for each richt ideal n of R 
there are finitely man-y elements xi , ir I, in R with a = niS, (0 : x)). Here 
(0 : .s,) ~: (r E R; xir = 0} denotes the right annihilator. ~ 
A ring R is called a generalized right quasi-Frobenius ring if it satisfies the 
equivalent conditions of the preceding corollary. In [lo] B. Osofsky has 
investigated rings R which are injective cogenerators in mod R, , i.e., more 
general rings than those which I denote as generalized quasi-Frobenius rings. 
Her results should be compared with Theorem 8.5 of this paper. 
Objects of$nite type. Let 91 be a Grothendieck category. An object -4 E SLL 
is of$nite type if for each increasing family (i2, ; i E I) I directed, of subobjects 
.4[ of 4 with vi -4, = A there is a j E I with A, = A. Quotient objects and 
finite coproducts of objects of finite type are again such. 
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Coherent objects. An object 3 of a Grothendieck category !& is called 
coherent (see e.g., [Ill, Section 2, def. 1) if 
(1) R is of finite type and if 
(2) for each morphism f  : il’ ---f -4 with A’ of finite type, the kernel of 
f  is also of finite type. 
LEMMA 1.9. Let $8 be a Grothendieck category and 
0 + A’ - A -k A” - 0 
an exact sequence in a. Then any tu;o objects of this sequence are coherent i f f  all 
three are. I/ 
The proof is done by easy diagram chasing. It is well-known from the theory 
of modules and sheaves (see e.g., [2], Section 2, example 11 ff). The category 
Coh 6X of all coherent objects of $U is a full, skeletal-small subcategory of % 
and closed under finite limits and colimits and extensions in ?I. In particular, 
Coh (21 is Abelian and the injection Coh (21 --t 2I is exact. 
COROLLARY 1 .lO. ‘2I a Grothendieck category. Assume that 6 is a set of 
generators of ‘21 and that each object in 8 is of Jinite type. 
(1) An object A of ‘ZI is of finite type if f  there is a short exact sequence 
(2) An object A of \I1 is coherent iflit is offinite type and iffor each morphism 
there is a short exact sequence 
K,U...UK,~G,U...LIG~~A, Ki s 6. 
Proof. The assertion (1) is obvious. That the condition of (2) is necessary 
follows easily from (I) and the definition of coherence. Assume now that A 
satisfies the conditions in (2) and let f  : A’ -+ A be a morphism with A’ of 
finite type. By (1) there is an epimorphism 
e : G, u ... Jj G,, + A’. 
using condition (2) one obtains an exact sequence 
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There results a commutative diagram with exact rows 
0 -+ kerf 
inj 
+ A”-A. 
Diagram chasing shows that e’ is an epimorphism, hence kerfis of finite type. 
Thus iz is coherent. /I 
EXAI\IPLE 1.11. Applying the preceding corollary to 91 = mod R, R a 
ring, and 6 = {R} one sees that the usual definition of coherent module 
coincides with the categorical one. 
II. PRELIMINARIES ON ToPoLaGIcAL RINGS API'D MODULES 
All rings considered in this paper are supposed to have a multiplicative 
identity. I f  R is a ring an R-left module on which the identity of R operates 
as the identity transformation is simply called an R-module. The category of 
all R-modules is denoted by mod R, or by mod RR if I want to emphasize 
that R operates on the left. The R-right modules form the category mod R, . 
For most of the material in this paragraph the papers [5], ch. 5, Section 2, 
and [ll], Section 4 can be consulted. 
Linear topological rings. 
A topological ring is a ring R with a topology such that the addition and 
multiplication are continuous. A topological ring R is called left linear 
topological if it has a basis of neighborhoods of 0 consisting of left ideals 
([5], ch. 5, Section 2). A basis of neighborhoods of 0 will simply be called a 
“basis” in this paper. 
LEMMA 2.1. (1) If  R is a left linear topological ring the open left ideals of R 
satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) If n C b are left ideals and Q is open, then so is 6. 
(i) If a and b are open left ideals, then so is a n 6. 
(iii) I f  a is an open left ideal and Y E R then the left ideal 
(a : Y) = {x E R; XT E a> 
is open. 
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(2) If  R is any ring and if3 is a set of left ideals of R satisfying: 
(i) if a, b E S there is a c E I such that c C a CT b, 
(ii) ; f  a E S and r E R there is a b t 3 with (a : Y) > b, 
then there is a unique left linear topology on R having 3 as basis (of neighborhoods 
of 0). 
The proof is obvious. See also [S], ch. 5, Section 2, and [ll], Section 4, 
prop. 3. ji 
Left linear topological R-modules 
If R is a topological ring a topological R-left) module is an R-module dl 
with a topology such that the addition of AZ and the multiplication 
R x M - M are continuous. If  the topology of R is left linear a topological 
R-module M is called left linear topological if it has a basis (of neighborhoods 
of 0) consisting of R-submodules. 
LEMMA 2.2. (1) If R is a left linear topological ring and nf a linear 
topological R-module the open submodules of JI satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) I f  112 !L Al” are submodules and A” is open, then so is .\I”. 
(ii) I f  M’ and M” are open submodules, then so is M’ CT 171”. 
(iii) I f  N is an open submodule and if x E M, then the left ideal 
2:s open. 
(2) If  R is a left linear topological ring, if JI is an R-module and if ‘33i is 
a set of submodules of M satisfying: 
(i) I f  &I, , &I, E 9Ji there is a MS E 911 with ;1’Z3 C M, n 32, , 
(ii) if M, E ‘9Ju1 and x E nZ the left ideal (JT, : x) is open, 
then there is a unique left linear topology on M having ‘9J1 as basis. 
The proof is again obvious. 1) 
In particular, if R is a left linear topological ring then an R-module M is 
left linear topological with the discrete topology i f f  for each x E M the anni- 
hilator (0 : x) = (Y E R; YS = O> is open in R. One obtains the full sub- 
category Dis R of mod R of all discrete topological R-modules ([ 111, Section4, 
prop. 3). The category Dis R is a closed subcategory of mod R, i.e., it is 
closed under subobjects, quotient objects, and coproducts ([5], p. 395). 
Given a ring R the function which assigns to each left linear topology 2 on 
R the category Dis(R, 2) is a bijection between the left linear topologies on R 
and the closed subcategories of mod R. ([G], 1:. 412). 
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Coherent objects in Dis R 
LEMMA 2.3. Let R be a left linear topological ring with a basis 3 of open 
left ideals. 
(1) A module M E Dis R is of finite type in Dis R z# it is of finite type in 
mod R, i.e., if it is R-finitely generated. 
(2) The modules R/a, a E J, form a family of generators of Dis R of finite 
type, in particular Dis R is a Grothendieck category. 
(3) A module M E Dis R is coherent in Dis R is zgthere is an epimorphism 
and if for each linear map 
there is a short exact sequence 
Rib, LI 1.. u Rib, - RI’, LI ... LI R:‘n., - ‘~, bi E 3. 
Proof. (1) The subobjects of ill in Dis R are the same as those in mod R, 
and the injection functor Dis R + mod R preserves colimits. This implies 
the assertion. 
(2) For A1 E Dis R and x t ;I1 the left ideal (0 : x) is open. Since ,7 is a 
basis there is a left ideal a,, C (0 : x), a,: E 3. 
There result the maps 
R,‘a, --f R/(0 : x) ---f 111, 
and hence the epimorphism 
u R/aL -+ :U’ 
32 
where m runs over all elements of AZ. This shows that the R/a, a E 3, form 
a family of generators of Dis R. They are of finite type by (I). (3) follows 
from (2) and Lemma 1. IO i 
COROLLARY 2.4. R as in preceding lemma. Assume that ME Coh(Dis R). 
The finitely generated submodules of 1%’ are exactly the subobjects of M in 
Coh(Dis R). 
Proof. I f  IV’ is a finitely generated submodule of AZ then .‘1/I’ is of finite 
type in Dis R by the preceding lemma. Since :I;1 is coherent in Dis R also 
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M’ is coherent in Dis R. If  M’ is a submodule of M and M’ E Coh(Dis R) 
then M’ is of finite type in Dis R, hence finitely generated. 1~ 
The left linear topological ring R is called topologically left coherent if it 
admits a basis of left ideals a such that R/a is coherent. It is the same to say 
that Coh(Dis R) generates Dis R (see [I I], Section 4, def. 3). 
Complete topologically coherent modules 
LEMMA 2.5. Let X be a topological Abelian group which admits a basis of 
neighborhoods X qf 0 consisting of subgroups. Then X is complete (and Hausdorfl) 
i f f  the canonical homomorphism 
is a bijection. If  this is the case then can is a homeomorphism if one equips  ^
;Y = limx.Ex X/X with the limit topology having the basis 
ker(X ZL XIX’), S’ E x. 
The proof is a special case of [3], Section 7, p. 86 f f .  Ii 
Let now R be a left linear topological ring. A topologically coherent R- 
module is a left linear topological R-module X which admits a basis of 
neighborhoods of 0 consisting of submodules X’ with X/X’ E Coh(Dis R). 
Let CTC(R) be the category of complete (and Hausdorff) topologically 
coherent R-modules. The morphisms of CTC(R) are the continuous linear 
maps. 
A submodule Y of X E CTC(R) is called special open if Y is open in X 
and X/Y E Coh(Dis R). A submodule Y of SE CTC(R) is called special 
closed if it is closed in X and if Y with the induced topology lies in CTC(R). 
Remark here that if Y is closed in the complete module X, then Y is complete 
w.r.t. the induced topology. A module XE CTC(R) is called strict if each 
special closed submodule Y of X with 
X/Y E Coh(Dis R) 
is open in X. Let STC(R) be the full subcategory of CTC(R) of all strict 
modules. The modules X E Coh(Dis R) equipped with the discrete topology 
are obviously strict in CTC(R). 0 ne obtains the full inclusions 
Coh(Dis R) C STC(R) C CTC(R). 
If  RR itself is an object in STC(R) then R is called a strict complete 
topologically left coherent ring. 
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III. THE DUALITY THEOREM FOR GROTHENDIECK CATEGORIES 
Let 21 be a Grothendieck category and (%, E) a pair of a full, skeletal- 
small, finitely closed and generating subcategory of 2[ together with an 
injective cogenerator E such that for each N E ‘$ there is a short exact sequence 
0 + N + E”, kE FJ, 
(see Proposition 1.5). 
I f  A E 2l, then 2I(A, E) is a left 2I(E, E)- module, the scalar multiplication 
being given by composition. The functor 
21(-, E) : 2107’ --f mod PL(E, E) 
is a faithful and exact functor. I f  A E 2I and B C A I identify YI(A/B, E) with 
its image under 
WW, E) 3 21(9, E), 
i.e. 
I also identify 
2&4/B, E) = (f : A ---f E; f  le = 01. 
QV, WV/B, E) 
with 2I(B, E). In particular, if B C E, then sLL(E/B, E) is a left ideal of (LI(E, E). 
LEMMA 3.1. There is a unique left linear topology on ?I(E, E) having the 
ideals 
WE/N, E), NC E, NE%, 
as basis (ofnbh. of 0). 
Proof. (1) If  Ni C E, Ni E %, i = I, 2, then by the exactness of a((--, E) 
one has 
21(E/N,, E) n ?I(E/N, , E) = 2l(E/N, -+ Nz , E). 
The right side is again of the desired form since 
Nl +N,CE, N,+N,E%. 
(2) Let f E 2f(E, E) and NC E, NE R 
Then 
(~(E/N,E):f)=(r:E~E;rfI,=O~ 
= {Y : E -+ E; Y IfcN) = 0} 
= 2I(E/f(N), E). 
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Since 92 is closed under epimorphic image one obtains f  (N) t +X. Hence 
‘W/f(N), Ej 
is again of the desired form. 
The results (1) and (2) and Lemma 2.1 show the lemma. 
This topology depends on (91, E), hence is called the (9I, E)-topology on 
!JI(E, E). Given (91, E) this topology is always meant if 2l(E, E) is considered 
as a topological space. l\iext the 2l(E, E)-modules ‘X(4, E) are made into 
topological ones. 
LEMMA 3.2. For A E CLI there is a unique ti(E, E)-left linear topology on 
21(&g, E) having the submodules 2l(A/N, Ej, NC A, IV E $3, as basis, I f  
a : a4 - A’ is a morphism, then 2l(a, E) : %(A’, E) -+ 41(4, B) is a continuous 
linear map (w.r.t. the above defined topologies). 
Proof. The first part of the lemma is proven as in Lemma 3.1. If  
a : -4 ---f -4 is a morphism, then 
%(a, E)p1(2((A/N, E)) = ?I(d’/a(N), E). 
This follows from the exactness of YI( -, E). I f  X E 91, then a(X) E 9’I, hence 
!?I(n, E) is continuous. j/ 
Given (91, E) the preceding topology on %(A, E) is always meant if +2I(A, E) 
is considered as a topological space. The two lemmas show that 
L4 - 21(9, E) 
is a faithful functor from ?lO” to the category of all left linear topological 
2l(E, E)-modules. 
PROPOSITION. 3.3. 2l, 91, E as above. The functor A - 2l(A, E) induces 
an equivalence 
9Pp - Coh(Dis ?t(E, E)). 
This proposition can be considered as a sharpening of B. Mitchell’s full 
embedding theorem ([8], p. 151) for the category 9I. 
Proof. (1) I show first that for N E 91 and A E ‘LI the group homo- 
morphism 
%(A, N) + hom(%(N, E), %(A, E)) : a A+ 2l(a, E) 
is bijective. Here horn denotes the %(E, @-linear maps. The group homo- 
morphism is injective since E is a cogenerator. Let, then, 
f  : \LI(N, E) + 2I(A, E) be \?I(& B)-linear. 
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By assumption on (‘%, E) there is a finite family (ai ; i E Z) of morphisms 
ai: A-t E = : EL 
such that the morphism, 
a. : A- --(Ei;i~Z) =E’ 
with components ai, is a monomorphism. Since E is a cogenerator a can be 
extended to a short exact sequence 
where (E, ; j E J) is some family of copies of E. Since Z is finite one has 
Let 
bji : Ei = E + E, = E, i E I, ic It 
be the components of 6. Since Z is finite the relation ba = 0 implies (or is 
actually equivalent to) the relations 
1 bjini = 0, j E J. 
Since 
.f : WN, E) ---t %(A, E) is %(E, Qlinear 
and since 
bj; E ?L(E, E), a, E %(N, E), 
one obtains 
Let 
be the morphism with components f(uJ. The preceding relations imply 
ba’ = 0, hence the exactness of (*) implies the existence of 
c : &‘!I --t lv with ac = a’, i.e. 
sic = .f(a,), all i E Z. 
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I finally show that f  = BI(c, E). So let d : N ---f E be a morphism. Since E 
is injective there is a morphism 
e : n (Z$ ; i t I) -+ E with ea = d. 
I f  ei , i E I, are the components of e, then ea = xi ezai , hence xi eiai = d. 
Since f  is linear this equation implies 
f(d) = f [z eiai) = c eif(ai) = c eiaic = dc = 2I(c, E)(d), 
2 z 1 
hencef = ‘9I(c, E). 
(2) The ideals %(E/N, E), N C E, NE 91, 
form a basis of 2l(E, E). Hence the 
2I(N, E) = $U(E, E)/(U(E/N, E), N C E, NE%, 
form a family of generators of Dis 2I(E, E) (2.3). More generally, if NE %, 
then ‘U(N, E) has the discrete topology since 0 = QI(N/N, E) is open in 
%(N, E). Hence the N(N, E), N E ‘iR or better N E Sk(%), also form a family 
of generators of Dis %(E, E). For each N E % there is an exact sequence 
which implies the surjection 
‘X(E, E)” + 2I(N, E), 
and hence that 2I(N, E) is finitely generated. Finally the 
WN El, NE%, 
are additively closed since 
2I(N,, E) u 2l(N,, E) II 21 (Nl u N, , E). 
So the 
‘WY El, NE%, 
form an additively closed family of finitely generated generators of 
Dis 21(E, E). In particular, an X E Dis %(E, E) is of finite type if f  there is an 
epimorphism 
%(N, E) - X, NE%. 
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Also X E Dis (U[(E, E) is coherent i f f  X is of finite type and if for each 
Bl(iv, E) -L x, NE%, 
there is a short exact sequence 
2l(M, E) 0, BI(N, E) f_ x. 
This follows from Lemma 2.3. 
(3) The modules 
WY 4, NE%, 
are coherent in Dis 2l(E, E). For by (2) they are of finite type. If  
2l(N, ) E) -L ?I(N, E) 
is a linear map then there is an a : hr - ATI in % with f  = 2[(a, E) by (I). 
There results the exact sequence 
2I(coker a, E) -- 'U(hTl, E) -L 'II(N, E). 
(4) Let X t Coh(Dis 21(E, E)). By (2) there is an epimorphism 
j : 2I(N, E) --f x. 
Since X is coherent there exists an exact sequence 
‘rI(hrl,E)--5 (U(N,E)---t X- 0 
where 
,g = 2I(a, E), a : N - iv, . 
Since 21(--, E) is exact one obtains 
X g Yl(ker a, E). 
(5) The calculations (l)-(4) establish the equivalence 
‘W’ + Coh(Dis 2I(E, E)) : N- 2l(N, E). 11 
THEOREM 3.4. Assumptions as above. The functor A NV 2I(A, I?) 
induces an equivalence 
21O” -+ STC(‘U(E, E)). 
481/G/4-4 
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Prooj. (1) For A E 91 the module ‘?I(A, E) is topologically coherent and 
complete. The first assertion is clear since the 
2qA,/N, E), :Y c-‘ -4, NE%, 
are a basis of %(A, E), and 
‘%(A, E)/‘ll(A/N, E) = ?I(N, E) 
is coherent in Dis (U(E, E) by Proposition 3.3. Since ‘J1 generates 6% and is 
finitelv closed one has 
Hence 
%(A, E) G lim(aI(N, E); NC A, A’E $32) 
as Yl(E, I;,‘)-modules. I show that the topology of %(A, E) is indeed the 
lim-topology. Since the ‘LI(N, E) are discrete the lim-topology on BI(A, E) 
has as basis the modules 
I<er(\?l(A, E) 4 %(A’, E)) -= %(4/N, E) 
where ,\’ runs over the subobjects of d in (3L. But this is also a basis of the 
original topologv of ?I(A, R). The lim-topology however is complete, so 
?[(A, E) is complete. 
(2) Let A t 9t and L\7~ 91. Then the map 
21(LV, -1) ---f hom(%(d, E), 9I(N, E)) : a s.+ %(a, E) 
is a bijection. Here horn denotes the continuous 2I(E, E)-linear maps. The 
map is injective since E is a cogenerator. Sow let 
f: ?[(A, R) + 2l(N, E) 
be a continuous linear map. Since f  is continuous the kernel off is open, 
hence there is an 
111 c -4, AZ E \Jt, 
with 
2I(AjM, E) C ker f.  
There results the factorization 
‘LqA, E) --!=L %(M,E)& %(N,E) 
of J Bv Proposition 3.3 there is an a : N -+ M with 
f’ = \ZI(a, E). 
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Also can = %(inj, E) where inj : Rl- d is the canonical injection, Hence 
f  = f’ can = ?I(a, E) ‘%(inj, E) = %(inj a, E). 
Hence 
%(N, A) --f hom(%(A, E), c?l(:V, E)) 
is also surjective. 
(3) If  d, B E ‘91, then the map 
(9 2I(B, d4) + hom(%(A, E), Bl(B, E)) : a A-+ 2I(a, E) 
is bijective. Again horn denotes the continuous linear maps, and only. the 
surjectivity is not obvious. But 
B g colim(N; LV C B, :\: E 91). 
Hence 
2I(B, A) g t%(colim N, A) g lim Crr(N, -4) G lim hom(%(A, E), ?I(LV, B)) 
e hom(‘ZI(A, E), lim 2I(N, E)) s hom(PI(A, E), (U(B, I?)). 
In this sequence of isomorphisms the third one holds by (2), and the fifth 
one follo\vs from the fact that 
2I(B, E) s lim 5X(-V, E) 
is an isomorphism in the category of topological 2I(E, E)-modules. The 
resulting isomorphism 
2I(B, A) z hom(‘LI(A, E), YI(B, E)) 
is easily seen to be the one in (*). The preceding considerations show that 
the functor &4 w %(A, E) is a full embedding of ?I”* into the category of 
topological ‘!I(& E)-modules. 
(4) If  B C -4 E 21, then 2l(A/B, E) is a special closed submodule of 
%(A, E). For 
= () 2I(A,‘B n N, E) = 2I (A/; (B n N), E) 
= % (A+3 n (u Nj, E) = 2&4/B n A, E) = 2l(A/B, E). 
N 
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Here N runs over all subobjects of A in ‘3, and thus %(/l/N, E) runs over a 
basis of %(A, E). The equation 
shows that YI(A/B, E) is closed in +&(A, E). In the preceding proof the 
equality 
\)I(A/B, E) + $l(A/N, E) = %(A/B n N, E) 
follows from the exactness of the functor ‘!l( -, E). The equality 
B n (u Nj == u (B n N) 
Iv N 
is the (AM)-condition in a Grothendieck category since 
[N; ni c A, NE ‘31 
is filtered from above. 
The module %(A/B, E) is also special closed in %(A, E) since for 
NCA, N E 91, 
one has 
YL(A/B, E)pl(A/B, E) n !!l(A/N, E) = %(A/B, E)/dl(A/B + N, E) 
g %(B + N/B, E) g (ZI(N/B n N, E). 
The latter module is in Coh Dis %(E, E) since N/B n LV E YL. 
(5) Each special closed submodule 
x of %(A, E), A E ‘U, 
is of the form 
x = %(A/K, E) 
for a unique K _C A. The uniqueness of K is a consequence of the assumption 
that E is an injective cogenerator. That X is special closed means that X is 
closed and that for each N C A, N E %, the module 
is in 
S/Xn \U(A/N, E) 
Coh(Dis (U(E, E)). 
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By Proposition 3.3 there are objects QN E %, unique up to isomorphism, and 
isomorphisms 
The injections 
X/X n 9&4/N, E) s 21(QN, E). 
(*I 
give rise to epimorphisms N --“N+ QN s.t. the dotted arrow in (*) makes (*) 
commutative. Let KN = ker qN . It is easy to see that KN , N C A, NE %, is 
an increasing sequence of subobjects of A. Let 
Since X is closed and hence complete one has 
x g! ‘ir$l x/x n (z&4/N, E). 
Altogether one obtains the string of isomorphisms 
A c 1:~ X/X n %(A/N, E) z lip ‘21(QN , E) gg l$ c91(N/KN , E) 
g %(co$m N/K*, , E) s %?I(col$m N/co$m K,,, , E) E cZI(AjK, E) 
where all isomorphisms are just considered as %(E, E)-linear isomorphisms. 
An easy verification shows that the resulting isomorphism X z ?ll(A/K, E) 
is indeed the identity (modulo the identification ‘ZI(A/K, E) _C %(A, E)). 
Hence .Y = sZ(A/K, E’) which was to be shown. 
(6) For A E 2l the module %(A, E) is strict (see section 2, for the 
definition). Let namely X C %(A, E) be a special closed submodule of %(A, E) 
such that ‘%(A, E)/X E Coh Dis $U(E, E). By (5) one has X = %(A/K, E), 
hence 
%(A, E)/X E Ql(K, E) E Coh Dis %(E, E). 
Hence there is a linear isomorphism 
$U(N, E) 2 2l(K, E), NE%. 
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By the first part of the proof of Proposition 3.3 there is an a : K - ;Y such 
that ,f  = %(a, E). Since !!I(-, E) is a faithful exact functor (into PI(E, E)- 
modules) and since 9I(n, E) = f  is an isomorphism also a is an isomorphism. 
This implies K E 91, and hence !N(AjK, E) := S is special open. By definition 
this implies that ‘$I(& E) is strict. The preceding six parts show that the 
functor .-I =+ !!I(R, E) is a full embedding of 91°r’ into STC(BI(E, E)). 
(7) 1 finally show that each *Y 5 S’I’C(%(E, E)) is isomorphic to some 
PI(E, B). Let S’ run over the set of all special open submodules of S. Then 
the canonical map 
_Y --f lim S! S’ 
X’ 
is an isomorphism in the category of topological Yl(E, E)-modules. The 
inverse system (X/X’; S’ c S special open in Coh(Dis %(E, E)) gives rise 
t(J the direct system (L%Fx, ; s c X special open) in 91 by Proposition 3.3. 
If  S’ C .A-” the morphism l\‘.u* ~-b ,Vx, is a monomorphism since 
X/S’ + -YjS” is surjective. Let 
-4 = cq$m iVx, 
Since ?I is (z-1B5) I assume v\-.l.o.g. that hr,, Z A, S’ C X special open. One 
obtains the linear isomorphism 
Hence one may identify X == !N(rl, E) and S/S’ -m= \!I(N,, , E) as ?I(& E)- 
modules. It remains to be shown that the given topology on +&(A, E) is the 
(91, B)-topology, i.e. that every YI(A/l\‘, E), 1V C A, N t ‘%, is open w.r.t. 
the given topology on 2I(iz, E) which has the basis ‘II(A/N,, , E), all ,Y’. 
As in (4) one shows that %(A/iV, E) is special closed w.r.t. the given topolog! 
on YI(A, E) = S. Also 
%(A, E)j‘rl(A/N, E) = ?l(n’, E) E CohDis 91(E, E). 
Since X =- $%(A, E) with the given topology is strict, the preceding properties 
imply that %(A/N, E) is open. Hence %(A, E) s X where the isomorphism 
is also topological, i.e., an isomorphism in STC(%(E, E)). This completes the 
proof of the theorem. No 
Rmuvk 3.5. The preceding theorem can be generalized in the following 
way which, howevcr, does not stem to have valuable applications. Again one 
starts with a Grothendieck category ‘II, a full, skeletal-small, finitely closed 
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and generating subcategory % of 2I, and an injective cogenerator E of 2I such 
that for N E !Q there is an exact sequence 0 -+ N + E”, some k E N. One 
defines a new category 2X’: The objects of 2I’ are pairs (A, U) of an object 
A E 2I and an ‘%-covering U of A. The latter means that U is a directed set 
of subobjects of A which lie in ‘% and that the supremum of U is A. A 
morphism f  : (A, U) -+ (B, 23) is a morphism ,f : A -+ B in 2I such that for 
each 11f E U there is an NE 23 with f (M) C N. For each (A, U) f  2I’ there is 
a unique 2l(E, E)-linear topology on ‘%(A, E) which has the submodules 
2I(A/M, E), 112 E II, as basis. Write 21(L4, E), for $2l(A, E) with this topology. 
If  f : (iz, II) ---f (B, 23) is a morphism in 2I’ then 
%(f, E) : 2l(B, E), -+ ?I(& E),, 
is continuous. 
'I'IIEOREM 3.6. The functor (A, U) - 2I(iz, E), defines an equivalence 
?l’~fl + CTC(2I(E, E)). 
Here the topology on 2l(E, E) is the (91, E)-topology. 
The proof of this result is almost the same as that of Theorem 3.4 and 
omitted. 11 
The preceding two theorems furnish a commutative diagram of categories 
?Iop - STC((U(B, E)) 
r! n 
2I’op - CTC(‘LI(E, E)) 
with vertical full embeddings and horizontal equivalences. 
The following proposition gives the connection between the work of 
JanErik Iioos ([l I], Section 5, th. 6) and the preceding theorems. 
PROPOSITION. 3.7. ?I, 8, E as in Theorem 3.4. The following assertiom 
are eqkalent: 
condu!!n? . 
zs noetherian, i.e. each object in 9I satisfies the ascending chain 
. 
(ii) Each complete topologically coherent ‘U(E, E)-module is strict. 
If(i) and (ii) are satisjied, then ‘S is the class of all noetherian objects of ?I. 
Proof. (1) Using the results 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 one sees that the following 
assertions arc equivalent: 
Each complete topologically coherent 2I(E, E)-module is strict. /> 
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The full embedding 5% + 4% is an equivalence. e 
For each (A, U) E 2l’ the morphism 
is an isomorphism. o 
For each (A, 11) E CU the morphism id, is also a morphism in 91 from 
(A, {N; N c A, NE %}) to (A, U). 0 
For each (A, U) E 9l’ and each N i A, NE 92, there is an ii/l E U with 
iv c 113. 
(2) Now assume first that (i) is satisfied, i.e., that $92 is noetherian. Let 
(A, U) E ‘a’ and AT C A, 1V t ‘92. Since A = (J(M; ME U) and since U is 
filtered from above one gets N = u(M r\ N; M E U). Since N is noetherian 
there is a ME U with N = M n N, i.e., NC M. By the above string of 
equivalences one sees that (ii) is true. 
(3) On the other hand assume that (ii) is satisfied. In order to show that 
92 is noetherian it is enough to show that each 1V E 92 is of finite type in 91. 
Thus let 1[ be a directed set of subobjccts of N E 92 with U(A1; ;W E 11) = IV. 
The properties of ‘92 and the definition of %!I’ imply that (N, U) E ‘u’. By (ii) 
and the above string of equivalences and since N itself is in 92 there is an 
Al/l E U with 1%’ c M, i.e. :V = 172 hence 1%’ E 11 and IV is of finite type. 
(4) Assume that (i) and (ii) arc satisfied. S’ mce 91 is noetherian and finitely 
closed in 91 the objects of 5Q are noetherian in ‘9I too. Let, on the other hand, 
A be noetherian in +U. Since rl mz u (N; LV c A, 2%’ E $92) there is an ;V :J --1, 
N t ‘91, with N = 3. Hence A E 92. Thus 91 consists exactly of the noetherian 
objects of 91. ~1 
1V. TOPOLOGICALLY LINEARI,Y COMPACT RINGS 
PROPOSITION. 4.1. 91, 41, E as in Theorem 3.4. Each module 
X E Coh(Dis 9I(E, E)) 
has the following property: If (Xi ; i E f), I directed, is a decreasing family of 
submodules of X in Coh(Dis rX(E, E)), then the submodule nLEl -Tii of S is 
again coherent, and the canonical linear map 
X -+ lim X/X, 
1 
is surjective. The limit is taken in mod R. 
Proof. By 3.3 X s ‘u(iV, E), NE (31. Th e increasing family of surjections 
S --f X/Xi in Coh(Dis %(E, E)) g’ . l\es rise to the increasing family Ni C iv, 
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i E I, of subobjects of N. Since ‘$I is a Grothendieck category colimiel Ni is 
again a subobject of N, indeed colim,Er Ni z Uicl Ni . The monomorphism 
colimi Ni + N gives rise to the epimorphism 
X E %(fV, E) --t %(colim Ni , E) E lim 21(Ni , E) s lim X/X, . 
i i 
This shows that lim, X/X, E Coh(Dis Yl(E, E)), and that X z lim, X/Xi 
is surjective. Moreover the kernel ni X, of the map can : X --f lim, X/X< is 
also coherent, hence the proposition. 11 
I am going to show now that the preceding proposition is a statement on 
linear compactness. 
DEFINITION. 4.2. An ordered set I is called compact if it is complete 
and satisfies the following compactness condition: If  (ik; k E K) is a family 
of elements of I with fir&, = 0, then there is a finite subset K’ of K with 
(-),,,&,. = 0. 
It is clear that the compactness condition is equivalent to the following 
condition: If  I’ is a subset of I which is filtered from below and satisfies 
n I’ = 0, then i’ = 0 for some i’ E I’. Here 0 denotes the smallest element 
of I. 
?jow let R be a ring and 23 a full, skeletal-small subcategory of mod R 
closed under finite limits and colimits. For each B E 23 let sub% B denote the 
ordered set of submodules of B in 23. Since 23 is closed under finite limits and 
colimits sub% B is a lattice. For B E 23 let 
be the set of all residue classes of B w.r.t. submodules of B in B. Then 
rescj B is ordered by inclusion, and sub, B is a subset of res% B. Moreover 
resg B is closed under finite intersections. 
DEFINITION. 4.3. Let !B be as above, and BE ‘B. The module B is 
called 2%linearly compact if: 
(1) sub% B is closed under arbitrary intersections. 
(2) resg B is compact. 
Remark here that (1) means that subB B is a complete lattice with inter- 
section as infinum. The condition (1) implies that resB B is a complete 
lattice with intersection as infinum. The condition (2) means that if 
(xi -I- B, ; ~EI), I directed, is a decreasing family of nonempty residue 
classes of B in resB B, then &, (xi I BJ f  4, i.e. there is an x E B with 
x f  Bi = xi + B, , all i ~1. 
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LEMMA 4.4. 23 as aboce. BE 23. .;lssume that subw B is closed under 
arbitrary intersections. Then B is !&linearly compact ijf for each decreasing 
family (Bi ; i E I), I directed, of submodules of B in B the canonical map 
B + limiel B/B, is surjective. The limit is taken in mod R. 
Proof. The elements of lim,,, BjBi are families (xi f  Bi ; i E I) such 
that X, -1 Bj = xj + Bj whenever i > j. This is the same as 
i.e., that (xi f  Bi ; i E I) is a decreasing family of nonempty residue classes. 
That B - lim, B/Bi is surjectivc means that for each such decreasing family 
(xi + Bi ; i F I) there is an s E H with s -+- 13, -:z X~ + Bi , all i. By the above 
remark this means that B is ‘B-linearly compact. I 
DEFINITION. 4.5. A full, skeletal-small subcategory 23 of mod R, R a 
ring, is called linearly compact if it is closed under finite limits and 
colimits, if all sub% B, B ~23, are closed under arbituary intersections and 
if all resw R, B E 23, are compact. 
From proposition 4.1 one obtains the 
COROLLARY 4.6. ‘21, 91, E as in Theorem 3.4. Let R = VI(E, E) with the 
topology defined in section 3. Then Coh(Dis R) is a linearly compact subcategory 
of mod R. ij 
Remark 4.7. NIy definition of linear compactness differs from and is 
weaker than all previous definitions of this term in the literature. (Compare [5] 
p. 390ff; [ll], Section 4, def. 3). Until now the definition always included 
that $3 was artinian which is obviously a stronger requirement than linear 
compactness in the sense defined here. Nevertheless I consider my 
terminology justified because it is the precise counterpart of topological 
compactness for linear topologies. 
Corollary 4.6 shows how one can obtain linearly compact categories of 
modules from Grothendieck categories. The following considerations explain 
another possibility. 
DEFINITION. 4.8. Let R be a ring. An R-module M is called algebra- 
ically linearly compact if for each decreasing family (M? ; i E I), I direct- 
ed, of finitely generated suhmodules :%Zi of M the module niEI Mi is 
also finitely generated and tlie canonical map .lf + lim, lll/_Mi is surjective. 
The ring R -is called algebraically left linearly compact if the module RR 
is algebraically linearly compact. 
In the topological cast the following definition is appropriate. 
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DEFINITION 4.9. A left linear topological ring R is called topologi- 
tally left linearly compact if it admits a basis of left ideals a such that 
R/a is algebrically linearly compact. 
The two notions of linear compactness defined in 4.3 resp. 4.8 are connected 
bY 
LEMMA 4.10. Let R be a left linear topological ring. Let 23 = Coh(Dis R). 
.-I module X E Coh(Dis R) is B-linearly compact i f f  it is algebraically linearly 
compact. 
Proof. One has just to notice that the finiteiy generated submodules of S 
are exactly the subobjects of X in Coh(Dis R). 1 
PROPOSITION 4.11. 2& %, E as in Theorem 3.4. The ring YI(E, I?) is 
topologically left linearly compact. 
Proof. The ring %(E, E) has the basis %(E/N, I?), NC E, -V E ‘%. By 
Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.10 the modules 4Z(E, E)/iU(E/N, E) = ?I(N, E) 
are Coh(Dis %(E, E))-linearly compact. Hence ?I(E, E) is topologically 
left linearly compact. II 
PROPOSITIOX 4.12. If  R is a topologically left linearly compact ring then 
Coh(Dis R) is linearly compact. 
Proof. (1) Let R be any ring, M an R-module and M’ a finitely generated 
submodule of M. If  M is algebraically linearly compact, then so is M/M’. 
For let g : IV - M/M’ = : M” be the canonical map, and let (I&! ; i E I), 
I directed, be a decreasing family of finitely generated submodules of dl”. 
Since 121’ = ker g is finitely generated so are all g-‘(MJ), hence 
(g-i(;13:); i E I) is a decreasing family of finitely generated submodules of the 
algebraically linearly compact module M. Thus nj ,a-i(;lfcY) is finitely 
generated, and ,I1 ----f lim, M/g-‘(fzl~~) is surjectivc. Since 
this implies the finite generation of ni :%/I:. Also l%Z/g-l(Mzy) e -zl”,‘rlZ~‘, 
and the canonical map 
M -+ lim M/g-‘(Mi) 
factorizes as 
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(2) Let 93 = Coh Dis R where R is the ring given in the proposition. 
Then !B is a full, skeletal-small subcategory of mod R closed under finite 
limits and colimits. I f  B E 23, then B is algebraically linearly compact i f f  
it is B-linearly compact by Lemma 4.10. 
I show now that for each special open left ideal a of R the module R/~(E B) 
is algebraically linearly compact, hence %-linearly compact. By assumption 
there is an open left ideal b of R such that b iZ a and such that R/b is algebra- 
ically linearly compact. Moreover, R/b is of finite type in Dis R. So 
0 + a,‘b --, R;b --f R/a --f 0 
is exact in Dis R, R/a is coherent and Rib is of finite type in Dis R. By 
definition of coherence n/b is of finite type in Dis R, hence finitely generated. 
Since R/b is algebraically linearly compact and a/b finitely generated also 
R/a is algebraically linearly compact by (1). In particular R/a is B-linearly 
compact. 
(3) If  B E 4% is S-linearly compact, then so is any factor module of 11 
in 4%. This follows directly from (1) since B-linear compactness and algebraic 
linear compactness coincide for modules in B. 
(4) I show that if 0 - H’ L B .-% B” 4 0 is a short exact sequence 
in !B and if B’ and B” are %&linearly compact, then so is B. Let (R, ; i t I) 
I directed, be a decreasing family of submodules of B in ‘H. Since B is closed 
under finite limits and colimits this family gives rise to the decreasing 
families (f-l(B,); i E 1) resp. (g(Bj); i t I) of submodules of B’ resp. B” in 
23. The sequences 
0 - B’/” ‘(Bi) - B/Bi + B”/g(B,) ---f 0 
are exact. There results the commutative diagram 
0 0 
0 -+ y(BJ -----+ n Bi --r n R(~,) ---+ 0 
1 
! in.! iinj ’ jin] 
f O-B’- B g > B" ____f 0 
1 can 1 
can 
1 
can 
0 -----f lips B’llf-l(B,) + lim B/B, + lim B”jg(B,) 
I 1 
0 0 
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The two outer columns of this diagram are exact and lie in 23 since B’ and B” 
are B-linearly compact. The lower row is exact since limi is left-exact. The 
Snake lemma ([4], ch. 3, Lemma 3.2) implies the exactness of the first row 
and the surjectivity of can : B - limi B/B,. As a submodule of B E Dis R 
the module ni B, also lies in Dis R. Hence the sequence 
0 - 1]1.f-W - (-) 4 - n .iG%) - 0 
z 
is exact in Dis R and the two outer objects lie in % = C’oh(Dis R). This 
implies that & Bi E 23, and hence B is ‘H-linearly compact. 
(5) The parts (l)-(4) imply the assertion of the proposition. For by (2) 
all R/a where a is a special open ideal are s-linearly compact. By (4) this 
implies that all R/al u ... u R/ni , a, special open, are %lincarly compact. 
For each B E 9 there is an exact sequence 
in !B with special open a, C R. Hy (3) B ‘. is a so %3-linearly compact. Hence ?3 1 
is linearly compact. ‘1 
The distinguishing property of linearly compact categories of modules is 
that they give rise to co-Grothendieck categories of topological modules. 
1'. CONSTRUCTION OF CO-GROTHENDIECK CATEGORIES 
In this section R is a ring and 23 a full, skeletal-small subcategory of mod R 
closed under finite limits and colimits. In particular, !Z3 is an Abelian category, 
andB 3 mod R is exact. Let @ be the following category: The objects of 
@ are R-modules X together with a topology which makes S into a complete 
(and Hausdorff) topological group and which admits a basis (of neighborhoods 
of 0) consisting of submodules X’ with X/X’ E !B. The morphisms of $? are 
the continuous R-linear maps. I consider ‘B as a full subcategory of % by 
equipping the modules in !B with the discrete topology. A submodule &y’ 
of X t $3 is called special open if it is open and X/X‘ E 23. A submodule 
I’ C X E !8 is called special closed if it is closed in X and if 1- E !8 with the 
induced topology. Notice here that {X’ n Y; X’ C X special open: is a basis 
of I7 and that Y is complete w.r.t. the induced topology if it is closed. E.g., 
if B t 93, then a submodule B’ of B (with the discrete topology) is special 
open if f  it is special closed if f  it lies itself in !B. Finally a module -X E @ is 
called strict if each special closed submodule Y of X with X/Y E !B is open. 
Here no topology is considered on X/Y. E.g., the modules B E % are strict 
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w.r.t. the discrete topology according to the above remark. The strict 
modules of $3 form the full subcategory $3 of ‘&. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. I f  R is a left linear topological ring and if 23 = Coh(Dis R), 
then !8 = CTC(R) and B --_ STC(R). 
LEMRIA 5.2. Let X, and X, be special open submodules qf X E @. Then 
X, n -V2 and .XyI -~ X2 aye special open in .Y. 
Pvooj. Since S, n .& is obviously open in S and since SE 23 there is 
a special open .Y’ T X with A” i, S, n ,y2 . In mod R one obtains the diagram 
where e and i are the canonical surjection resp. injection. But X/X’, X/X, , 
s/x z , and hence X/X, x S/X, E 23. Since 23 is closed under image this 
implies X/X, A X, E 23. 
Moreover XI J- -X2 contains S’, and is hence open in -‘i. The canonical 
sequence of R-modules 
is exact with -7i/X, n AT, , X/Xl >’ Si,Ti, t 23. Hence XjXr -t- X2 E 23, 
and X, $ X2 is also special open. 1’ 
LEMMA 5.3. Let SE @ and I7 be u closed submodule of ,Y. Then I’ is 
special closed if f  for each special open submodule X’ C S the module Y/X n 1’ 
is in !B. 
hoof. The condition is obviously sufficient. Assume that I- is special 
closed in S and that X’ is special open in S. Since S’ n Y is an open sub- 
module of Y w.r.t. the induced topology and since Y is special closed there is 
a special open Y’ C Y such that Y’ C X’ n Y. There results the diagram 
of R-modules where e resp. i are surjective resp. injective and where Y’/Y’ 
and X/X’ are in !B. Since 23 is closed under finite limits and colimits it is 
closed under images, hence Y/X’ n YE ‘$3. (/ 
LERIMA 5.4. Let x E !.%. .i special open submodule of x’ is special closed in x. 
An open and special closed submodule of X i.s special open. 
Proof. Let Y be special open in X and let X’ be any other special open 
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submodule of X. Then X’ n I- is special open in X by Lemma 5.2. The 
short exact sequence 
0+ Y/X’n I’-+X/X’n Y+X/Y+O 
lies fully in 93 since both X/S’ n Y and X/Y lie in !B. Since all Y/X’ n Y 
lie in B and since an open submodule is always also closed the submodule 
Y is special closed in X. 
Let, on the other side, 1’ be an open and special closed submodule of -y. 
There is a special open X’ C Y which gives rise to the exact sequence 
Since Y is special closed the module Y/S’ n Y lies in ‘H (Lemma 5.3). 
Also X/X’ and hence X/Y lie in ‘93. This means that I’ is special open. 11 
Additional assumption: In the remaining part of this paragraph I assume 
that 23 is linearly compact in the sense of 4.5. I am going to show by a series 
of lemmas that g is a co-Grothendieck category. 
Most of the results of this paragraph arc based on the following valuable 
result of N. Bourbaki ([l], p. 85) on inverse limits. I state this in detail. 
Assume that the following data arc given: 
(a) A directed set I and an inverse system (I$ ,fij : Ej 4 Ej , i ~1 j 
in I) of sets and functions. 
(b) For each i E I a subset Gi of the power set of Ei . 
These data are supposed to satisfy the following conditions: 
(1) For each i E I the set G; is closed under arbitrary intersections and 
compact. 
(2) For each i < j in I and each x E Ei the fiber f,;‘-(x) of J in Ej lies 
in Sj . 
(3) For each i < j in 1 and each S E 6, the image.fij(S) lies in G, . 
THEOREM 5.5. ([1], p. 85). Data and conditions as abooe. Let E = lim, L?, 
with the canonical projections fi : E --) Ei . Then 
(*I f,(E) = n fdEi), alliE1. 1~ 
i<j 
Remark also that the conditions (I), (3), and (*) imply that f<(E) E Gi . 
I f  (n/ ,.f,, : Bj -+ iIj , i 1 j in (I), I directed, is an inverse system in the 
linearly compact category ‘% C mod R then this inverse system together 
with S, = resg Hi , i ~1, satisfies the conditions of Bourbaki’s theorem. 
Hencef,(B) = niGjfij(Bj), all i ~1, andf,(B) E 93. 
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LEMMA 5.6. Let 
(fi ; itI) : (Bi ; iEI) - (Ci ; itq, 
I directed, be a morphism between inverse systems in !23. Assume that the fi are 
monomorphisms and that C = lim, Ci E ‘23 where the latter limit is taken in 
mod R. Then lim, Bi E 23. 
Proof. I assume B, C: Ci w.1.o.g. The sequence 
0 -- lim B, A 
i 
lim Ci = C 
i 
5% lim C,/B, 
i 
is exact. Hence 
Since C is !&linearly compact this intersection lies in 23. 1~ 
LEMMA 5.7. Let I be directed and let 
0 - (B,‘; ~EI) (i,) (Bi ; iEI)$%(B;;itI)AO 
be an exact sequence of inverse systems in 23. Then 
0 A lim Bi’ 
, o 
i 
f==l%fi, lim Bi g=lim,gbk lim BT 
i i 
is exact in mod R. 
Proof. There is only to show that g is surjective. Let pi? : Bj --f Bi be 
the maps of the inverse system. Let (xl ; i E I) be an element of lim, B;. 
Then (g;‘(x;);p,j) is an inverse system of nonempty sets. It is enough to 
show that lim, g,‘(x;) # 4. For if (xi ; i E I) is an element of this limit, then 
(xi ; i E I) E limi Bi and gi(xi) = xi, all i E I, i.e., g(si ; i E I) = (~4 ; i E I). 
Let 
Gi = {K; K t r;s Bi , K L g;r(x;)>. 
Since Gi is a section of res% B, it is easily verified that the inverse system 
(g;‘(x;); i E I) with these Gi satisfies the assumptions of Bourbaki’s theorem. 
In particular limig-l(x;) + 4. /I 
LEMMA 5.8. Let (Bi ; i E I), I directed, be an inverse system in !23. Then 
the R-module X = limi Bi with the inverse limit topology lies in @. 
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Proof. Let pi : X--f Bi be the canonical projections. Obviously S is an 
R-module with a topology which has the basis ker pi , i E I, and makes X 
into a complete Abelian group. In order to show X E (ii it is enough to show 
that ,Xiker pi E %3, i E I. But 
X7/kerpi G p,(X) = n p,,(B,) 
i<j 
lies in 23 by Bourbaki’s theorem applied to the inverse system (Bi ; i E I). /I 
LEMMA 5.9. If(X, ; i E I), I any set, is afamily ofX, E !8, then X = nIi Xi 
with the product topology is again in @. 
Proof. Obviously X is an R-module and complete w.r.t. the product 
topology. The product topology has a basis consisting of the modules nj Xi’ 
where Si’ 2 Xi is special open and Xi = Xi’, almost all i E 1. The factor 
modules 
are in ‘23 where I’ is the finite set of those i with Xi’ # Xi . Hence 
n xi E $3. 11 
LEMMA 5.10. Let X E 58 and Y be a special closed submodule of X. Then 
X/Y with the coinduced topology lies in $+. 
Proof. The coinduced topology on X/Y has the basis X’ + Y/Y 
where *X’ runs over the special open submodules of X. fiIoreover, 
(X/Y)/(X’ + Y/Y) g X/X’ + Y, and the sequence 
o-,x’+ Y/X’- Y/x’nY-tx/x’+x/x’+ Y-+0 
is exact. Since Y is special closed one obtains Y/X’ n YE 23 (Lemma 5.3). 
Since also X/X’ E 23 this implies X/X’ + Y E 23. There remains to be shown 
that the canonical map 
X/Y -+ hrir XjXf $ Y 
is a bijection. Here X’ runs over all special open submodules of X. This 
follows from the commutative diagram with exact rows 
O-Y +X + X/Y -0 
1 cm I citn 1 can 
0 p---f l&&l Y/X’ n Y -+ hip XIX’ __f l$ilx/x’+ Y-O 
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where the lower sequence is exact by Lemma 5.7. Since Y and X are in ‘$3 
the two left vertical arrows are bijections, hence 
is a bijection too. 11 
LE~I.A 5.11. Let (Xi ; i E I), I directed, be a decreasing family of special 
closed submodules of X E $3. Then the R-module Y : = limiEr X/X, with the 
limit topology lies in $#, and the canonical map 
is surjectize. 
x ---“, IT == lim X/X, 
i 
Proof. (1) By 5.10 X/XC E @. The module X/X, has the basis of open 
submodules Xi + xl/X, where .X’ runs over all special open submodules of 
S. There results the isomorphism 
in $3. Here X/X’ +- Xi E ‘$3 and lim,, has the limit topology. There are the 
topological isomorphisms 
1. = lim X/X, s linr lim S/S’ + Xi z !im X/X’ + X< . 
i 2 X’ t ,X’ 
Since the X/X’ + Xi are discrete and in 93, Lemma 5.8 shows Y’t $3. The 
canonical surjections 
S/IS’ --f .Y,!S’ $ ‘Yj 
induce the surjection 
by Lemma 5.7. j/ 
LEMMA 5.12. If  X 2 Y is a morphism in @ and if Y’ C Y is special open, 
then .f -l( I;‘) is special open. 
Proof. Obviously f  -‘(Y’) is open. Hence there is a special open X’ C X 
with s’ Cf-l(Y’). One obtains the diagram 
x/r -% X/f -‘( Y’) -5 I’/ Y’ 
where e is surjective, i is injective, and X/X’ and Y/Y’ are in 8. So X/.fP’( Y’) 
is in B, i.e., f  -r(Y’) is special open. 11 
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The following lemma is crucial. 
LEMMA 5.13. If f : X -+ Y is a morphism in !8, then f (X) is special closed. 
Proof. (1) Let I be the set of all pairs (X’, Y’) where x’ resp. Y’ are 
special open in X resp. Y and where f (X) < Y’. The set I is ordered by 
i’ = (X’, Y’) < i” = (XII, Y”) i f f  x’ 1 X”, Y’ I Y”. 
It is obvious that 1 is a directed set. For i = (X’, Y’) ~1 define 
xi zzz x”, yi zzz Y’, zi = f -‘(Y’). 
I f  I” is any special open submodule of Y, then i = (f-‘(Y’), Y’) E I by 
the preceding lemma, hence Y’ = Yi . I f  x’ is any special open submodule 
of X, then i = (X’, Y) ~1, hence X’ = Xi . Since the special open sub- 
modules of X resp. Y form a basis of X resp. Y one obtains that 
{X, ; iEl} resp. (Yi ; iGl} 
is a basis of X resp. Y. In particular there result the canonical isomorphisms 
in !B 
and 
X + lim X/Xi, 
i 
Y -+ lim Y/Yi . 
i 
For i = (2X’, Y’) ~1 one has the sequences 
X/Xi = X/X’ A X/Zi = A-if-y Y’) hi Y/Yi = Y/Y’ 
in 23 where gi is surjective, hi is injective and h,g, is the function induced 
from f. There results the sequence in mod R 
where, by Lemma 5.7, g is again surjective and h is injective. Identifying 
the two outer limits with X resp. Y one gets hg = f, and w.1.o.g. 
f(X) = lim X/Z, and h = inj. 
The identification f(X) = lim, X/Zi is first meant algebraically only. The 
module f (X) with the limit topology is in $3 by Lemma 5.8. So this lemma will 
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be proved once one has shown that the limit topology is the same as the 
induced topology. But the limit topology on f(X) has the basis 
{ker(f(X) -3 A-~--‘( Ii’)); (X’, Y’) E I}. 
Since ker(f(X) 2% X/f-l(Y)) = f(xX) n Y’, the limit topology onf(X) has 
the basis (f(X) n Y’; Y’ special open in Y). 
But this is obviously also a basis of the induced topology. Hence f(X) 
with the induced topology lies in @, i.e., f(X) is special closed. ij 
LEXIX~ 5.14. Let f : B - X be a continuous linear map from B E ‘$3 to 
S E @. Then kerf E !23. 
Proof. For special open x’ C X 
f-‘(X’) = ker(B L X 3 x/i;‘x-‘) E !ig 
since 23 is closed under taking kernels. The (f-‘(X); X’ C X, X’ special open) 
are a decreasing family of subobjects of B in 23, hence 
kerf = f-1(0) = f  -1 = n f  -l(X’) t 23 
X’ 
since !.8 is linearly compact. 11 
LEMMA 5.15. If  f  : X - Y is a morphism in @ and if x’ resp. Y” are 
special closed submodules of X resp. Y, then f  -‘(Y’) resp. f  (X’) are special 
closed in X resp. Y. 
Proof. (1) Since X’ is special closed in X it lies in @. Then f  (X’) is the 
image of the morphism X’ 2% X ‘+ Y in !%, so f  (X’) is special closed in Y 
by Lemma 5.13. 
(2) I show first that the kernel kerf of f  is special closed in X. It is 
obviously closed in X. So let X’ be special open in X. Then x’ is also special 
closed in X, hence f(X) is special closed in Y by 1). There results the 
commutative diagram in @ 
x f---F 1’ 
4 can 1 can 
0 - X’ + ker f/X’ = f  -l(f(X’))/X’ --+ X/Xl L Y/f (X’) 
where the lower sequence is an exact sequence of R-modules with continuous 
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,f’. Remark here that Y/f(X) E !% by Lemma 5.10, and X/X’ E 23. By 
Lemma 5.14 
f-‘(f(X)) X’ = X’ + kerf/X’ e kerf/kerfr\ X 
is in B which shows that kerf is special closed. 
(3) Let now Y’ be any special closed submodule of Y. By Lemma 5.10 
Y + Y/Y’ is a morphism in $J. Then fp’( Y’) is the kernel of the morphism 
XL 1’ “E, Y/ Y’ in 8. By (2) f-l( Y’) is special closed in X. 11 
COROLLARY 5.16. If f : X + B is a morphism in (3 with B E 9, then 
f(X) lies in !23, i.e. ker f is special open. 
Proof. Since B is discrete ker f  is open. By Lemma 5.15 kerf is special 
closed. These properties together mean that ker f  is special open (Lemma 5.4), 
i.e., that X/ker f  e f(X) E 23. 11 
COROLLARY 5.17. The category !l3 C !8 is dense in $3. 
Proof. For X E !Z3 let (X/23)’ be the full subcategory of X!B consisting 
of all surjections 
f:X+B in ?8, B E !Z3. 
This category (X/B)’ .. q 1s e uivalent to the full subcategory of Xi93 consisting 
of all X + X/X’ where X’ is special open in X. Hence X g lim,,,,s,, B. 
In order to show that !I3 is dense in ?8 it is thus enough to show that for all 
X E B the category X/%3 is filtered from below and that for each X L B 
in X/23 there is an object XL B’ in (X/B)’ and a morphism 
(X 2 B’) + (X A B) in X/B. (Lemma. 1 .l). The latter assertion is 
trivial since f factorizes as X 2 f(X) ZL B where f’ is surjective and 
f(X) E %3 by Lemma 5.15. I now check the two conditions for “filtered from 
below.” If  fi : X + Bi , i = 1, 2, are two objects in X/23, then ker fi , 
i = 1, 2, is special open by 5.15, hence kerf, n ker f2 is special open. There 
are the canonical morphisms 
in X/B. 
If  
(,Y - X/ker fi n ker fJ --j (X f, BJ 
(X _r_t B) A 
77 (x AL B’) 
are two morphisms in X/B, then they are equalized by 
(X++ ker(h, g)) -% (X ‘* B). 
Hence X/93 is filtered from below. j; 
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COROLLARY 5.18. If  X, and A’, are special closed in IL’ E !8, then S, n Al-2 
is special closed in X. 
Proof. X1 n Xa is the kernel of the diagonal S - X/X, x X/X, where 
both X/X, and X/X, are in @ by 5.10. The assertion follows from 5.15. 
I now consider the problem of infinite limits in $23. For S E % let 
res X = {/} u {x :- Y; .v E AX, Y C S special closed]. 
g 
I show that resW X satisfies the properties needed for the application of 
Theorem 5.5. 
LEMMA 5.19. (1) If  X E @ then yes% X is closed under intersection and 
a compaci lattice. 
(2) A morphism f  : X --f Y in B induces the order preserving maps 
and 
f*:rzx 
- res 1- : X’ -f(X’) 
8 
In particular if y  E Y, then f  -l( y) E resg X. 
Proof. (2) and (3) follow directly from 5.15. By 5.18 resg X is closed 
under finite intersections. So show only that if (Xi ; i E I), I directed, is a 
decreasing family of special closed submodules of S, then fii X, is again 
special closed and the canonical map X - limi X/S< is surjective. But this 
canonical map is a surjection in @ by Lemma 5.11, and its kernel is fli X, . 
Lemma 5.15 implies that ni Xi is special closed in S, hence the assertion. ~1 
LEMMA 5.20. Let 
(fi; iGI) : (X?; ill) 4 (Yi; itl) 
be a morphism of inverse systems in % where I is directed and all fi are surjectiwe. 
Then the function 
is surjective. 
lim fi : lim Xi + lim Yi 
I 
Proof. By use of the preceding lemmas, in particular Lemmas 5.15 and 
5.19, the proof is totally the same as that of 5.7. 11 
I take all the preceding lemmas together, and obtain the following 
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THEOREM 5.21. Assumptions on !B as above. Then the category B admits 
products, limits, kernels, and cokernels. Indeed, these are the algebraic ones with 
the product, limit, induced resp. coinduced topologies. In particular a morphism f  
is a monomorphism resp. epimorphism $7 it is injective resp. surjective. If  
(fi;iEl):(Xi;iEI)~(Yi;iEZ) 
is an epimorphism of inverse systems in @ with directed I, then lim, fi is an 
epimorphism. The full subcategory B of ‘@ is dense in !8. 1~ 
In general the category B will not be Abelian (see Proposition 5.24 for 
details). However !8 is a co-Grothendieck category. 
PROPOSITION 5.22. 8 as above. The category B is coreflective in B7 i.e., 
the injection functor inj : ‘$? ---f $? has a right adjoint s : $3 + @ such that 
s + inj E id&. If  X E !8, then s(X) has the same underlyiq module as X’, and 
s(.X) has the basis 
(I’; I- C X special closed, -U/Y E !B]. 
Here no topology is considered on X/E’. 
Proof. (1) The topology on X will be distinguished by an upper index 1, 
if necessary. The upper index 2 is used for the new topology on X which 
defines s(X). 
I show first that (Y; Y C X special closed, X/Y E ‘B} is closed under 
finite intersections. Let Yi , i = 1, 2, be special closed in X with X/Yi E 23. 
By 5.18 Y, n Y, is special closed. With the coinduced topology X/Y< lies 
in %, and has the basis Xi/Yi where Xi runs over all special open submodules 
X, of X containing Yi . In particular X/Y, g limxi X/X, in @, hence 
X/IT1 X X/Y2 G iin+ X/X, X X/X, 
1, 2 
in $3. 
The commutative diagrams 
Xl k-1 n Y, -s X/Y1 x X/Y2 
1 can 1 can 
xjx, n x2 -5 XIX, x Xl& 
u-ith horizontal injections give rise to the commutative diagram 
1 f 
Z:= lim X/XinXs* 
x, ,s, 
?‘“x x/x, x x/x,. 
1. 2 
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By Lemma 5.6 Z is again in s (no topology is considered) because 
X/Y1 x X/Y2 g ii% X/X; X X/X, is. 
1, 2 
Butf is surjective by 5.11. Hencef is a linear isomorphism, and X/k; n Y7a 
is in 23 (disregard the topology). 
(2) By (1) there is a unique topology on X having 
{Y; 1’ C X special closed, X/Y E ‘$3) 
as basis and making X into a topological group. I show that X2 (X with this 
new topology) is complete by showing that X La% lim. X/Y is bijective. 
The canonical isomorphism X z lim, X/Z where Z runs over all special 
open submodules of X1 (X with its original topology) factorizes as 
where p is the canonical projection. But p is injective. For let 
(xr+ Y),ElipX/Y, 
and assume thatp((xy + Y),,) = (xz , 1 Z), = 0. For fixed special closed E 
one has Y = fi Z where Z runs over all special open submodules of X 
containing Y. In particular for each such Z the relation sy + Z = xz + Z = Z 
holds, hence X~E 0 Z = Y, i.e., xy + Y = Y. This implis (xr + Y)r = 0. 
The preceding calculation shows that X - lim, X/Y is bijective, i.e., that 
X2 (= X with the new topology) is complete. But then obviously X2 E a, 
and the identity id : X2 + X1 is a morphism in !8. 
(3) If  X E %, then X2 E %3. For let Y C X2 be a special closed submodule 
ofX2withX/YE~.Sinceid:X2--,X1isin~andbyLemma5.15Yis 
a special closed submodule of X1 with X/Y E 23. By definition of the topology 
on X2 this implies that Y is special open in X2. Hence X2 is strict. 
(4) I show finally for each X E % and each Y E % that 
?B( Y, X2) == a’( Y, Xl). 
This relation obviously implies that the assignment 
s:23-+B:Xl-x2 
is a functor, and indeed the right adjoint of the injection. Moreover, if X E $3, 
then X1 = X2 by the definiton of strict modules. Now obviously 
B( Y, X2) c 53( Y, Xl). 
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Let on the other side f  : Y ---f X1 be continuous and let 2 C X2 be a module 
of the basis constructed above, i.e., let 2 be a special closed submodule of 
Xi with X/Z E !J3. I show that f-‘(Z) is open. By lemma 5.15 and since 
f  : Y + Xi is continuous, f-‘(Z) is special closed. Also Z is the intersection 
of all special open X’ in X1 containing Z, and thef-l(X) are special open in 
Y. The commutative diagrams 
Y/f-l(Z) inj x/z 
1 can 1 can 
Y/yl(X’) 3 X/X’ 
give rise to the commutative diagram 
Y/Y(Z) .-=+ x/z 
1 9 1 II? 
hrir YIf-1(x’) * hrir X/X’. 
By Lemma 5.6 and since lim,, X/X’ g X/Z. IS in % (disregard the topology) 
the module lim,, Y/f-i(X) lies in 23. By Lemma 5.20 g is surjective. Hence g 
is bijective, and thus Y/f-l(Z) E B (disregard the topology). Since Y is 
strict and f-l(Z) is special closed in Y this implies that f-‘(Z) is open. 
HencefE @(Y, X2). 11 
THEOREM 5.23. Let 23 be a linearly compact subcategory of the category 
mod R, R a ring. Then the category 8 is a co-Grothendieck category. The 
cokernel in % is the algebraic one with the coinduced topology. If  (Xi ; i E I) is 
an inverse system in 8, I any category, then 
lim’ X i s s(lim’ Xi). 
The category %S is a full, skeletal-small, dense and jinitely closed subcategory 
OfB. 
Proof. (1) Since @ is a coreflective subcategory of @3 it is obvious that @ 
admits arbitrary limits and that 
lim@ Xi g s(lim’ Xi). 
(2) I show that for X E B and a special closed Y _C X the module X/Y 
with the coinduced topology is also strict. From 5.10 one has X/Y E 8. Let 
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f  : X - .X/Y be the canonical map, and let Z be a special closed submodule 
of X/Y with (X/Y)/2 E 23 (disregard the topology). By 5.15 f-‘(Z) is special 
closed in X, and obviously 
Since X is strict this implies that f-i(Z) is special open. But then 
Z = f(f-l(Z)) is open, and hence X/Y is also strict. This proves the assertion 
on cokernels in 8. 
(3) I show that every bijection in @ is an isomorphism which implies 
that B is Abelian. So let f  : X - Y be a bijection in !%. Show that f-l is 
continuous. Let X’ Cr X be special open. Then (f-l)-‘(X’) == f(X’) is 
special closed in I’ by 5.15. Also -X/X’ e Y/f(X) E %3 (disregard the 
topology). Since Y is strict this implies that f(-X’) = (f-1)-1(X’) is open, 
so f-r is continuous. 
(4) By Lemma 5.20 lim, , where / is directed, preserves surjections in @. 
Since for SE 8 the modules -y and s(X) h ave the same underlying R-module 
it follows that lim, preserves surjections in 6% too, i.e., lim, is exact. In other 
words: The category $3 satisfies (AB5)“J’. 
(5) Since !E is dense in $3 (5.17) an d contained in !8 it is also dense in %. 
Of course % is a skeletal-small, full subcategory of 8 closed under finite 
limits and colimits. In order to show that % is finitely closed in % it is hence 
enough to show that it is closed under subobjects. But if X A B is a mono- 
morphism in !8 with B E ‘$3 then kerf is special open in X by 5.15, hence X 
has the discrete topology and X = X/O is in B as module. But this means 
that X E %3 (including the topology). 
(6) Since !B is dense in ‘$3 and since $23 is skeletal-small the skeleton of % 
is a family of cogenerators of ‘!8. This and the preceding considerations show 
that !8 is a co-Grothendieck category. /I 
The case which is covered in J.-E. lioos’ paper ([I 11, Section 5, th. 5) is 
contained in the following 
PROPOSITION 5.24. Let ‘23 be a linearly compact subcategory of mod R, R 
any ring, The following assertions are equivalent. 
(1) I@ is Abelian. 
(2) ?$3 = I@, i.e., each module SE @ is strict. 
(3) !I3 is artinian, i.e., for each B E 93 the ordered set subw B of all subobjects 
of B in 93 satisjies the descending chain condition. 
Proof. (2) => (1): trivial (1) =>- (3): Let BE% and let (Bi ; iEJ), I 
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directed, be a decreasing family of submodules of B. By 5.8 lim, B/B, is in % 
with the limit topology, and by 5.7 
is a bijection. With the discrete topology on B/ni Bi this canonical map is a 
bijective morphism in ?%, hence an isomorphism, since @ is assumed Abelian. 
Therefore the limit topology is discrete, which implies the existence of an 
index j with Bj/ni Bi = 0, i.e., Bj = ni Bi, But this means that sub% B 
is artinian. 
(3) 3 (2). Let X E !$J and let Y be a special closed submodule of X 
with X/Y E % (disregard the topology). Then 
0 XIY = (-J S'IY 
where X’ runs over all special open submodules of X containing Y. In 
particular X/Y E sub% X/Y. Since the latter set is artinian there is an X’ 
with X’/I’ = 0, i.e. X’ = Y. This means that Y itself is special open. 
VI. CO-GROTHENDIECK CATEGORIES OVER TOPOLOGICAL RINGS 
The Theorems 5.21, 5.23, and 4.12 applied to Coh(Dis R) where R is a 
topologically left linearly compact ring imply 
7~HEOREM 6.1. Let R be a topologically left linearly compact ring. 
(1) The category CTC(R) of all complete, topologically coherent R-left 
modules admits all limits and cokernels. Indeed, these are the algebraic ones with 
the limit resp. coinduced topology. The epimorphisms resp. monomorphisms 
in CTC(R) are the surjections resp. injections. The category Coh(Dis R) is a 
skeletal-small, full, and dense subcategory of CTC(R) closed under finite limits 
and colimits. 
(2) The category STC(R) of all strict modules in CTC(R) is a corejective 
subcategory. The right adjoint s of the injection STC(R) --f CTC(R) is the 
identity on the underlying modules. 
(3) The category STC(R) is a co-Grothendieck category which contains 
Coh(Dis R) as a skeletal-small, full, dense, and finitely closed subcategory. 
Taking 3.4 and 6.1 and together one obtains the 
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THEOREM 6.2. A category 91 is a Grothendieck category # it is dual to a 
category STC(R) where R is a strict complete topologically left coherent and 
linearly compact ring. 
Again, the results of J.-E. Roos ([I 11, Section 5, th. 6) are given by the 
following 
PROPOSITIOX 6.3. Let R be a strict complete topologically left coherent and 
linearly compact ring. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) R is topologically left coperfect. 
(2) Coh(Dis RR) is artinian. 
(3) STC(,R) = CTC(,R). 
The proof follows from 5.24. ji 
It is clear that in the situation of Theorem 6.1 the category STC(R) 
admits a projective generator. I am going to show that indeed s (R) is one 
where R is the coherent completion of R. For the proof I need the following 
definitions: Let R be a left linear topological ring. A left linear topological 
R-module is called topologically of finite type if it has a basis of open sub- 
modules x’ such that X/X’ is finitely generated. The modules which are 
topologically of finite type and the continuous linear maps form the category 
TF(R). The categories CTC(R) and STC(R) are full subcategories of TF(R). 
LEN&IA 6.4. If R is a topologically left linearly compact ring then the 
category CTC(R) is reflecthe in TF(R), i.e., the injection functor 
inj : CTC(R) -+ TF(R) admits a left adjoint h : TF(R) - CTC(R) with 
h . inj c id. If X E TF(R), then X z lim,, X/X where S’ runs over all 
open submodules x’ of X such that X/X’ t Coh(Dis R). 
Proof. (1) I show first that for X E TF(R) the set (X’; X’ i X open 
submodule, X/X’ E Coh(Dis R)} is closed under finite intersections, and 
hence filtered from below in particular. Let Xi’, i = 1, 2, be open sub- 
modules of X with X/Xi’ E Coh(Dis R). Then X,’ n X2' is obviously open, 
hence there is an open submodule X’ of X with X’ C X,’ n X,’ and X/X’ of 
finite type. Since XjLY “1, X/Xi’ n X2’ is surjective this shows that 
X/X,’ n X,’ is of finite type, too. On the other hand, there is the injection 
X/X,’ n X,’ - X/X,’ x X/X,‘. Hence X/X,‘ n X,’ is a submodule of 
finite type of the coherent module Six,’ x X/X,’ which implies that 
X/X,’ n X,’ is itself coherent. 
(2) By (1) and Lemma 5.8 one sees that for X’ E TF(R) the module 
X : = lim,, X/X’ is complete and topologically coherent. Here X’ runs over 
all open submodules of X with X/X’ E Coh(Dis R). The limit is the algebraic 
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one with the limit topology. The module X is the completion of X w.r.t. 
the unique linear topology having {X’; X’ C X open submodule, 
X/X’ E Coh(Dis R)} as a basis, and hence is called the coherent completion 
of X. If  X is already complete and topologically coherent, then X s 2. In 
general one has the canonical continuous linear map can : X - X. 
(3) If  X E TF(R) and Y E CTC(R) the function 
(*) CTC(X, Y) --f TF(X, Y) : fwfcan 
is a bijection. 
Let g : X - Y be continuous and linear. I f  Y’ is a special open submodule 
of Y, then g-r(Y’) is obviously open. Hence there is an open submodule X 
of Xs.t. X’ Cgpl(Y’) and X/X’ of finite type, thus X/g-l( Y’) is a submodule 
of finite type of the coherent module Y/Y’ E Coh(Dis R) which implies 
X/g-‘(Y’) E Coh(Dis R). Hence g : X + Y is also continuous w.r.t. the 
topology on X having {X’; X’ C X open, X/X’ coherent} as basis. But then g 
factorizes uniquely as X 2% X 2 Y because X is the completion of X 
w.r.t. this weaker topology. This implies that (*) is bijective. 
(4) The considerations in (3) imply that X A+ 8 is a functor, and indeed 
the left adjoint of the injection. Since X g X for X E CTC(R) the lemma 
is shown. 1~ 
In particular, if R is a topologically left linearly compact ring, then RR is 
an object of TF(R). For every linear topological R-module X the function 
hom(R, X) + X :f--f(l) 
is a bijection. Here horn denotes the continuous linear maps. Hence R is a 
projective generator of TF(R). Using the left adjoint h one obtains the 
COROLLARY 6.5. If  R is a topologically left linearly compact ring, then I? is 
a projective generator of CTC(R). Indeed, if X E CTC(R), then the function 
CTC(R, X) + X : f-f(l) 
is bijective. Here 1 denotes the image of 1 under the canonical map R -+ I?. Ij 
THEOREM 6.6. Let R be a topologically left linearly compact ring. Then s(R) 
is a projective generator of STC(R), and for each X E Coh(Dis R) C STC(R) 
there is a short exact sequence 
in STC(R). 
s(R)” + X -+ 0, kEN, 
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Proof. (1) Remark that the underlying modules of s(R) and R are the 
same, so that ‘i E s(R). Let i : s(R) ---f i? be the identity function which is 
a bijection in CTC(R). For each X E STC(R) the bijection 
CTC(R, X) ---f X : f-f(j) 
factorizes as 
CTC(R, X) % CTC(s(R), X) = STC(s(R), A-) -- X, 
hence the function 
STC(s(R), X),--f X : , f  v+ f(j) 
is surjective. This implies that s(R) is a generator of STC(R). 
(2) In order to show that s(R) is projective it is enough to prove that 
each surjection f : X --f s(R) in STC(R) has a right inverse. But (if) : X + R 
is a surjection in CTC(R) and l? is projective in CTC(R) by 6.4, hence there 
is a continuous linear g : R + X with ifg = idk . This implies ifgi = i 
and thenf(gi) = ids(A) , so f has a right inverse. 
(3) Let X E Coh(Dis R). In particular X is finitely generated, hence 
there is a surjection 
Rk+S+O in TF(R). 
The two functors A and s preserve surjections, hence 
s(fi)k - s(2) = x 
is surjective. This shows the last assertion. ;I 
The Theorems 6.1 and 6.6 show that the triple STC(,R)oJ’, Coh(Dis RR)“Y, 
and s(R) is one of the triples ?I, ‘$, E considered in Theorem 3.4. Hence 
the ring STC(,R)(s(R), s(R)) is a strict complete topologically right coherent 
and linearly compact ring. Let 
i? : = STC(,R)(s(R), s(R))~“, 
the opposite ring of STC(,R)(s(R), s(R)) with the same topology. Then R 
is a strict complete topologically left coherent and linearly compact ring. 
More generally, if X E STC(,R), then STC(,R)(s(R), X) with the topology 
defined in section 3 in STC&R). Remark here that STC(,R)(s(R), X) is a 
right STC(,R)(s(R), s(R))-module, but a left R-module. If  X’ runs over the 
open submodules of X with X/X’ E Coh(Dis RR), then STC(,R)(s(R), X’) 
runs over a basis of neighborhoods of 0 in STC(,R)(s(R), X). Hence 
Theorem 3.4 implies the 
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THEOREM 6.7. Let R be a topologically left linearly compact ring, and 
let I?, s(B), i? be as above. 
(1) The ring i? is a strict complete topologically left coherent and linearly 
compact ring. 
(2) The functor 
defines an equivalence 
A- a- STC(,R)(s(R), X) 
STC(,R) --f STC(&. 
The canonical ring homomorphism 
R - TF(,R)(R, R)*p : zc -+ pa : r - rx 
induces the canonical ring homomorphism 
R - R = STC(,R)(s(R), s(R))‘P : x av s(r;J. 
PROPOSITION 6.8. R as in Theorem 6.7. The canonical ring homomorphism 
R - R = STC(,R)(s(R), s(@>op : x ‘- s@J 
is continuous. 
Proof. A typical neighborhood of R is of the form STC(,R)(s(fi), 2) 
where Z is a special open submodule of s(R). It is enough to show that the 
left ideal 
a : = {x E R; s&.) E STC(,R)(s(R), Z) 
is open i;&F. But x E a i f f  s(p”,J(s(R)) C Z which is the same as bl(R) L 2. 
Since R - R : 1 - f  is continuous with dense image and since 
RAR 
commutes, this latter condition means that R2 C 2 where f  is the image of x 
under the canonical map 
f:R-s(&x--f=xT. 
But f  is continuous since s(R) is a topological R-module, and I just calculated 
that a = f-l(Z). Since Z is open in s(R) the left ideal a is open in R. 
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In the situation of the preceding theorem I call R the strict coherent 
completion of R. It is not clear to me at this time in which way the assignment 
R aq R is a functor. 
VII. TOPOLOGICAL MORITA THEOREMS 
The problem of this Section is to determine the relationship between two 
strict complete topologically left coherent and linearly compact rings R and S 
when one knows that the categories STC(R) and STC(S) are equivalent. 
In other words, what can be derived from an equivalence !!I”” E STC(R) 
where R is as above and (11 a Grothendieck category? Assume thus that YI 
is a Grothendieck category and R a strict complete topologically left coherent 
and linearly compact ring. Assume that E is an injective cogenerator of ?I 
and that Iz : R + (LI(E, E) is a ring isomorphism (no topology here). Identify 
R = YI(E, E) via h. I want to reconstruct the category fl used in 
Theorem 3.4. Let % be the full subcategory of BI of all those N such that 
‘ZI(N, E) E Coh(Dis R) and that there is a monomorphism N - E”, some 
k e N. Remark here that %(N, E) is a left R - 2l(E, E)-module. 
LEMMA 7.1. Situation as described above. Assume that for each special 
open left ideal a of R there is a subobject NC E with a .= PI(E/N, l?). Then 
the functor A -+ 2l(A, E) induces an equivalence 
!JW -+ Coh(Dis R). 
Proof. (1) By definition of % and since E is an injectivc cogenerator of ‘$1 
the functor ‘$I( -, E) maps ‘Wp into Coh(Dis R) and is indeed an embedding. 
(2) The same proof as the one of Proposition 3.3, (1) shows that for 
AE~[ and NE’% the map 
2I(A, N) --f hom,(‘%(N, E), (2l(2[, E)) : f  -+ 2l(f, E) 
is bijective. Hence 2l-, E) is a full embedding. 
(3) Let X E Coh(Dis R). Then there is a short exact sequence 
where the a, , i E I finite, and bj , J’ E J finite, are special open left ideals of R. 
By assumption there are subobjects Mi resp. Nj of E with 
R/a, = 21(Mi, E) and R/b? = 2l(N,, E). 
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The objects M : = uiel nil, and N : = uje,Ni are obviously in 111. The 
function 
g : JJ R/a, g u 2I(fi&, E) E 2I(M, E) + u R/b, 
z 
z ;r 2I(N,, E) gg 2I(N, E) 
j 
j 
is of the form g = 2l(f, E), f  : N + J/l, by (2). Let K = kerf. Then 
SI(kerf, E) z coker 2I(f, E) = coker g rX. 
Also kerf C N C E”, some k E N. Hence K E %, and X z 2l(K, E). This 
implies that 
a[((, E) : ‘Wfl ---f Coh(Dis R) 
is an equivalence. 11 
The preceding lemma implies in particular that % is Abelian, and that 
indeed % is a full, skeletal-small subcategory of 2I closed under finite limits 
and colimits. 
I,EMRIA 7.2. Assumptions as in the preceding lemma. 
(1) If NE ‘% and if N’ C N is a subobject of N such that N/N’ can be 
embedded into some E”, k E FU, then N’ E ‘SM. 
(2) If A E 21 and if 2I(A, E) E Coh(Dis R), then A E %. 
Proof. (2) Follows at once from the preceding lemma and the second 
part of its proof. 
(1) Since N/N’ can he embedded into E”‘, k E FU, 21(N/N’, E) is finitely 
generated. It is also a submodule of the coherent module 2l(N, E). Hence 
2I(N/N’, E) is coherent in Dis R and then (L[(N’, E) is coherent too. Moreover, 
N’ C N C El, some 1 E N. Hence N’ E a. 
LERIMA 7.3. Assumptions as in Lemma 7.1. Assume in addition that for 
each subobject A C E the left ideal 2I(E/A, E) of R = 2I(E, E) is special closed. 
Then 91 is finitely closed. 
Proof. (1) Let N E ‘3 and M _C N a subobject of N. One has to show that 
ME ‘3. But NC E”, some k E N. I show the assertion by induction on k. 
(2) k = 1: In this case MC NC E. I show first that 21(E/N, E) is 
special open in R = 2I(E, E). But by assumption 2l(E/N, E) is special closed 
in 2I(E, E) = R, and by definition of ‘3 the module 2I(E, E)/2I(E/N, E) = 
481!15:14-6 
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‘!l(N, E) lies in Coh(Dis R). Since R is strict this implies that %(E/IV, E) is 
special open. Since M _C N there is the surjection 
2qN, E) -‘+ 9l(M, E). 
Since R is strict and %(E/M, E) is special closed in R the module 
R/(ZI(E!M, E) = (U(M, E) lies in STC(R). Since %(iV, E) is discrete and 
f  is a surjection in STC(R) the module ?l(M, E) is itself discrete, hence 
%(M, E) E Coh(Dis R). Hence M E 91. 
(3) The conclusion: Assume that MI- NC ZP, k > 2. With the 
canonical injection and projection there is the exact sequence 
which first gives rise to the exact sequence 
0 --• f-l(N) --, M + g(N) --f 0. 
By Lemma 7.2 g(N) E 111 because NE 91. Since 91 is Abelian this implies 
f-l(N) E 91. One also obtains the exact sequence 
0 +-f-‘(M) 4 JZ + g(M) + 0 
with 
f-‘(M) cf-l(N) c F-1 and g(ivr) c g(N) c E. 
By the induction hypothesis f-l(M) and g(M) lie in $2. There results the 
exact sequence 
(*I 0 - %(g(M), E) + Yl(M, E) ---f ‘zl(f-‘(M), E) --f 0 
where the outer modules are coherent in Dis R. For the middle module there 
is the surjection 
%(iL‘, E) --f 91(M’, E) with cZI(N, E) E Dis R, hence 4I(M, E) E Dis R. 
The exact sequence (*) implies ‘%(fIl, E) E Coh(Dis R), i.e., ME %. 
‘l’he preceding two lemmas show the main part of the following 
THEOREM 7.4. Let ‘U be a Grothendieck category and R a strict complete 
topologically left coherent and linearty compact ring. The following assertions 
are equivalent: 
(1) ‘$I and STC(R) are dual to each other. 
(2) There are an inl.ective cogenerator E of ‘?l and a ring isomorphism 
h : R + $%(I?, E) (Identify R = ?I(E, E) via h) with the follozuing properties: 
(i) The subobjects A of all Ek, k E N, form a set of generators of 91. 
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(ii) For each subobject A C E the left ideal $U(E/A, E) of R = %(E, E) is 
special closed, and for each special open ideal a of R there is a subobject A of E 
with a = (LI(E/A, E). 
Proof. (1) => (2). W.1.o.g. one may assume 5% = STC(R)“p. The injective 
cogenerator R of STC(R)oo has all the desired properties. 
(2) a (1). (a) The preceding two lemmas show that the full sub- 
category 8 of 4% of all those N which admit a monomorphism N 4 Et, 
some k E N, and satisfy %(N, E) E Coh(Dis R) is a full, skeletal-small, and 
finitely closed subcategory of CLI. 
(b) I show that E is the sum (supremum) of its subobjects which lie 
in 91. But R g lim, R/a where a runs over the special open left ideals a 
of R. These u are of the form a = ?l(E/NO, E). Hence 
R g lip R/a gg IiF Il(E, E)/‘rr(E/iV, , E) 
g lif;” %(A’,, E) g %(colim N” , E) 
Since colim N, is a subobject of E and E is an injective cogenerator this 
implies colim N, g E, i.e., u, N, = E. The assertion follows since the 
NQ lie in %. 
(c) Since % is finitely closed the set {N; N _C A, NE $A} is directed for 
each object il E %. I conclude that in particular the set 
is a directed set of subobjects of EL in 91. From (b) one obtains that 
hence also EL is the supremum of its subobjects which lie in !II. Let now 
A C Et. Since - 
E” = u{N; NCEk,N~%), 
and since (N; N _C Et, NE %} is directed the Grothendieck (AB 5) condition 
implies 
A = u{AnN;NCEk,NE%}. 
The objects A n N are in ‘3 because % is closed under subobjects. Hence 
also A is the supremum of its subobjects in %. But the set of all these .4 is 
a set of generators for K The preceding calculation then allows the conclusion 
that % generates 2l. 
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(d) The preceding parts (a), (b), ( c s ) h ow that the triple %, %, E satisfies 
the assumptions of Theorem 3.4. One obtains the duality 
where one takes the (E, %)-topology on %(E, E) and %(A, E). Theorem 7.4 
will be shown once I have shown that the %-topology on ‘+Jl(E, E) = R is the 
same as the original topology. But if a c R is a special open left ideal, then 
a = Yl(E/N, , E) where N, C E. By definition of ‘91 this N, lies in 91, hence 
a = Vl(E/N, , E) is open w.r.t. the %-topology. Let now ‘+&(E/N, E), A’ E 91, 
be special open w.r.t. the ‘n-topology. By assumption (ii) (U(E/N, E) is 
special closed w.r.t. the original topology, and also 
R/sU(E/N, B) = \Zl(N, B) E Coh(Dis R). 
Since R is strict this implies that !N(EjN, E) is open w.r.t. the original 
topology. Hence the two topologies on R := cZl(E, B) coincide. There results 
the equivalence 
91--“--f STC(R) : =1 >v 91(/Z, E). 11 
The preceding theorem implies the following topological Morita theorem. 
I formulate this for right modules for simplicity (no ring antiisomorphisms). 
THEOREM 7.5. (Topological Morita theorem) Let R and S be strict complete 
topologically right coherent and linearly compact rings. Then the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(1) The categories STC(R,) and STC(S,) are equivalent. 
(2) There is a projective generator P in STC(Ss) and a ring ismorphism 
h: R - STC(S,)(P, P) [identzfy R =-- STC(S,)(P, P) via h] with the 
following properties: 
(i) The quotient objects of all P”, k t N!, form a family of cogenerators 
of STC(S,). 
(ii) For each special closed submodule 1. of P the right ideal CTC(S,)(P, Y) 
of R = STC(S,)(P, P) is special closed, and for each special open right ideal a 
of R there is a special closed submodule Y of P with a = CTC(S,)(P, Y). 
If (1) and (2) are satis-ed the equivalence is given by 
STC(S,) + STC(R,) : Y ““-t STC(S,)(P, Y). 1, 
The usual Morita theorem for modules is not a special case of the preceding 
theorem. For Theorem 7.5 classifies (up to equivalence) all co-Grothendieck 
categories whereas the usual Morita theorem classifies Grothendieck 
categories of modules. 
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VIII. EXAMPLES 
By choosing special categories 9I, %, and a special E in Theorem 3.4 one 
obtains more specific duality theorems. 
(1) The locally noetherian case: This case has been treated by J.-E. Roos 
in [l 11. The propositions 3.7 and 5.24 connect the results of this paper with 
those of Roos. 
(2) The discrete case: If  ‘u, %, E are as in Theorem 3.4, then E E !JI 
i f f  2I(E, E) is discrete. Proposition 4.1 shows that in this case R : = %(E, E) 
is a left coherent and algebraically linearly compact ring. This means that 
the ordered set 
(0 u (x + a; x E R, a C R finitely generated left ideal) 
is closed under intersections and compact, and that all annihilator left ideals 
(0 : x), x E R, are finitely generated. The categories Dis R and mod R 
coincide. If, on the other side, R is any algebraically left coherent and linearly 
compact ring, then R, with the discrete topology, is a strict complete topolo- 
ically left coherent and linearly compact ring. The category STC(R) 
is a co-Grothendieck category with the discrete projective generator 
R E Coh(Mod R) C STC(R). The modules in Coh(mod R) are exactly the 
finitely presented R-left modules. The objects of CTC(R) are the complete 
linear topological R-left modules X with a basis of open submodules x’ such 
that X/X’ is finitely presented (=coherent). 
PROPOSITION. 8.1. Let R be an algebraically left coherent and linearly 
compact kng. Each jinitely presented R-left module X admits a projective 
covc~ f  : P - X (in mod R). The module P is itself finitely generated, i.e., 
coherent. 
Proof. The module X has a projective cover f : P + X in STC(R) since 
STC(R) is a co-Grothendieck category. Since X is finitely generated there 
is a surjection g : Rk + X which is a morphism in STC(R) too. Because f  is 
a projective cover the map g factorizes as 
with a surjection e. Since Coh(mod R) is closed under quotient objects in 
STC(R) the module P lies itself in Coh(mod R). Since e is an epimorphism 
in STC(R) and since P is projective in STC(R) the morphism e splits. Hence 
P is finitely generated projective in mod R as a direct summand of Rk. 
Finally I show that f  is also essential in mod R. Let P’ be any submodule of 
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P with P’ -I- kerf = P. Since P is finitely generated there is a finitely gcner- 
ated submodule P” of P’ with P” -I-. ker f  = P. As a finitely generated 
submodule of the coherent module P the module P” is itself coherent, 
hence a subobject of P in STC(R). S’ mce f  is essential in STC(R) this implies 
P” = P, hence P’ = P. Thus f : P -+ X is a projective cover in mod R, 
and P is finitely generated, i.e. coherent. I~ 
(3) The module case. I apply Theorem 3.4 to the situation of 1.7. 
Let R be a ring and let 91 be the full subcategory of mod R, consisting of 
all submodules of finitely generated R-right modules. Assume that E is an 
injective R-right module with the property that for each right ideal a of R 
there is a finite family (xi ; i E 1) of elements of E with a = ni,, (0 : K,). 
By 1.7 one knows that E is an injectivc cogenerator of mod R, , and that for 
each N E % there is a short exact sequence 0 - N --f P, k t N. The functor 
A - honl,(L4, E) induces the equivalence 
(mod R,$” ---f STC(hom,(E, E)). 
The topological modules hom,(,-l, E) have the basis hom,(A,‘=l’, E) where 
A’ runs over those submodules of A which are contained in some finitely- 
generated R-right module. If  L-1’ itself is finitely generated, say 
4’ =: a,R -L ... + a,,,R, then 
h%m(d;J’, E) = f  f : .-Z + E; f (aj) m= 0, i = I,..., ml. 
This shows that the topology of honl,(A4, E) defined here is a refinement of 
the so-called finite topology. The two topologies coincide if R, is noetherian. 
The above duality maps R, onto E : hom,(R, E). Hence with S ~- EndE 
the module E is an S-R-bimodule, and as an S-module is contained in 
STC(S). Since the functor hom,(-, E) is a duality one has the string of 
R-isomorphisms 
AZ E hom(R, , ;VJ E S’K(S)(hom,(M, E), (hom,(R, E)) 
s STC(S)(hom,(i’lil, E), E) 
for all R-right modules :1,1. This means, in other words, that the functor 
STC(S)(--, E) is the quasiinverse of horn,&, E). \?‘e thus obtain the 
following 
THEOREM 8.2. Let R be a ring and E an injective R-right module such that 
for each right ideal a of R there is a finite family (xi ; it I) of elements in E 
with a = niEI (0 : xi). Define S = End,E. 
(1) With the above defined topology the ring S is a strict complete topolo- 
gically left coherent and linearly compact ring, and with the canonical S-left 
module structure and the discrete topology E is in STC(S). 
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(2) There are the quasiinverse dualities 
homd-3) 
mod R, l ’ STC(,S). 
ho%.coL&.E) 
The topology on hom,(A, E), A E mod R, , is the one defined above. The 
horn-functor in STC($) is denoted by homs,,,,r . The R-right module 
structure of homs,con:(X, E), X E STC(,R), is induced by that of E. /I 
COROLLARY 8.3. In the situation of the preceding theorem one has 
Rap 2 hom~,,,,t(E, -0 i.e., 
the endomorphisms of E in STC(,S) are esactb the right multiplications with 
elements of R. 1~ 
Since R, is a projective generator of finite type in mod R, the module sE 
is an injective cogenerator of STC(,S) of cofinite type. The Morita theorem 
for Abelian categories ([5], p. 405, car. 1) selects the module categories among 
the Grothendieck categories. For co-Grothendieck categories one obtains 
the following 
PROPOSITION. 8.4. Let S be a strict complete topologically left coherent 
and &early compact ring. Then STC(sS) is dual to a module category mod R, 
i f f  STC(S) admits an injective cogenerator of cojkite type. If  ,E is such a 
cogenerator and if R = STC(E, E), then a duality is given by 
STC($)“?’ + mod R, : X + hornsPcont (X, E). Jo 
Remember here that any co-Grothendieck category 91 is of the form 
STC(,S). 
I f  in Theorem 8.2 R is right noetherian the modules hom,(A, E) have the 
finite topology with the basis of neighborhoods of 0 consisting of the sub- 
modules {f : 4 + E; f  (ai) = 0, i E 1> where (ai ; i E I) runs over all finite 
families of elements of A. In particular E as a left S-module has the basis 
(x tl E; rix = 0, i E 1} where (ri ; i E I) runs over all finite families of elements 
of R. If  R, is noetherian a suitable E is the coproduct of a representative 
system of indecomposable injective R-right modules. For general R the 
problem of finding suitable E’s deserves detailed attention in order to make 
the duality functor more concrete. 
(4) Duality theory for generalized quasi-Frobenius rings. A generalized 
quasi-Frobenius ring R, is, by 1.8, a ring where, in Theorem 8.2, one can 
choose E = R, . The following theorem characterizes the situation in more 
detail. 
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THEOREM 8.5. Let R be a ring. 
(A) The following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) R is a generalized right quasi-Probenius ring, i.e., R, is injective and 
each right ideal of R is the annihilator of a$nite set of elements of R. 
(b) (i) R is algebraically left coherent and linearly compact. 
(ii) If (ai ; i E I), I directed, is a decreasing family of finitely generated 
left ideals of R with fii ai = 0, then ai = 0 for some i E I. 
(iii) RR is injective w.r.t. finitely generated left ideals, i.e., 
Ext,l(Rla, R) = 0 
for each finitely generated left ideal a 
(iv) The right annihilator (0 : a) of any proper fkitely generated left 
ideal a of R is not zero. 
(B) If  the equivalent conditions of (I) are satisfied one obtains the quasi- 
inverse dualities 
homR(-,R) 
mod RR l ’ STC(RR) 
h()mR,ccwc(-,R) 
Proof. (1) If  R is a generalized right quasi-Frobenius ring, then one can 
choose E = R, in Theorem 8.2 according to 1.8. Theorem 8.2 furnishes 
part (2) of the theorem, and also that R g EndR, is algebraically left linearly 
compact and coherent. Since R, is of finite type in mod R, the module eR 
is of cofinite type in STC(,R) by duality. Since the subobjects of RR in 
STC(,R) are exactly the coherent, i.e., here finitely generated R-left ideals, 
this is equivalent with (A)(b)(ii). S ince R, is a projective generator of mod R, 
the module RR is an injective cogenerator of STC(,R), and in particular of 
Coh(dis RR). This implies (A)(b)(iii) and (iv). 
(2) I show the implication (b) 2 (a) of part (A) of the theorem. For this 
purpose I show first that RR is an injective cogenerator of cofinite type in 
STC(,R). 
(3) The module RR is of cofinite type in STC(,R). This follows directly 
from the definition and (ii). 
(4) The module RR is injective in Coh(mod eR), i.e., Extl R(M, R) = 0 
for each finitely presented, i.e. coherent, left R-module M. For &I is finitely 
generated, i.e., M = Rx, + ... + Rx,. I show the assertion by induction 
on R. For k = 1 the assertion follows from (A)(b)(iii). In general one has the 
exact sequence 
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where M’, M, M/M’ are coherent. But Extl R(M’, R) and Extl(M/M’, R) = 0 
because M’ resp. M/M’ have k - 1 resp. one generators. The long exact 
sequence for Ext shows Extl R(M, R) = 0. 
(5) The module RR is injective in STC(,R). For let f  : X --+ Y be an 
injection STC(,R), and h : X - RR a continuous linear map. The map h 
factorizes as 
where X’ is coherent in mod R and It’ is injective because R is discrete. Let 
the diagram 
be a push-out. Since f  is injective so is f’. It is enough to lift h’ to Y’. But 
0 = fl Y” where Y” runs over all special open submodules of Y” of Y’. 
Then 0 = nf’pl(Y”) where thef’-l(Y”) are a directed decreasing family of 
finitely generated submodules of X’. But h’ : X’ + R is injective and R is 
of cofinite t-y;;, hence f’-l( Y”) = 0 for some Y”. This means that the map 
X’ -fA y’ 4 Y-‘/Y” is still injective where now both X’ and Y‘/Y” are 
in Coh(mod RR). Hence h’ can be lifted to Y’jY” by 4). This implies that h 
can be lifted to Y, and RR is injective in STC(,R). 
(6) I show that RR is a cogenerator of STC(,R). The condition (b)(iv) 
means that for every finitely generated left ideal a of R with a # R there is 
a nonzero map R/a + R. Now let f :  M---f N be a nonzero map in 
Coh(mod R), and let 0 f  x E Imf Since Rx g R/(0 : x) there is a nonzero 
map Rx + R which can be extended to a nonzero map h : N--t R since R 
is injective in Coh(mod R). Hence hf f  0, and RR is a cogenerator 
of Coh(mod R). Finally let f  : X - Y be any nonzero map in STC(R). 
Then there is an epimorphism Y -% Y’ with discrete Y’ in STC(,R) such 
that ef + 0. The map ef factorizes as X z X 2 Y’ where X’ is discrete, 
“can” is surjective andf’ # 0 since ef # 0. By the preceding considerations 
there is a map h : Y’ + R with hf’ # 0. Then hef = hf’ can # 0, hence 
RR is a cogenerator in STC(,R). 
(7) The preceding considerations show that RR is an injective cogener- 
ator of cofinite type in STC(,R). The Morita theorem shows that 
STC(,R)“p + mod RR : X -+ horn, cant (X, R) 
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is an equivalence (see [5], p. 405, car. 1). Since RR is a projective generator 
of STC(,R) (6.6), R, is an injective cogenerator of mod R, . Let finally MR 
be any finitely generated R-right module, and let RRk ---f M be surjective. By 
duality this goes into the injection M* - RRP where M* is the dual of M 
under the above duality. This means that M* is discrete, hence in 
Coh(mod RR). In particular there is a surjection RR1 ---f M* which by 
duality gives the injection JB --f R, l. Hence each finitely generated R-right 
module M is contained in a free module and R, is an injective cogenerator. 
This means that R is a generalized right quasi-Frobenius ring. 
I do not know at this moment whether a generalized right quasi-Frobenius 
ring is already quasi-Frobenius. The preceding theorem should be compared 
with the results in [lo]. 
(5) Duality theory for spectral categories. A Grothendieck category VI is 
called a spectral category if every morphism in YL splits ([6]). A Grothendieck 
category ‘II is spectral i f f  each object of YL is projective resp. injective. If  U 
is a generator of 21 one obtains the full-faithful functor 
where the action of 91( U, C) on Yl( c, A-1) is the composition of morphisms. 
If  R is any ring let G(R,) be the full subcategory of mod R, consisting of all 
direct summands of products of copies of R. 
PROPOSITION. 8.6. ([6]), Theorems 2.1, 2.2) 
(1) If  (II is a spectral category with generator U, then VL (C, U) is a right 
self-injective, regular ring, and the functor A ,I+ ?X( U, A) induces the equivalence 
2I --, 6(21( c’, U),,,,,~,). 
(2) If R is a right self-injective, regular ring, then G(RK) is a spectral 
category wz’th generator R, . ‘~ 
For spectral categories one also obtains a nice duality theory. If  ‘LL is a 
spectral category with the generator T_T then I/ is also an injective cogenerator. 
The full subcategory 9L of ?I consisting of all direct summands of some 
17, k E N, is skeletal-small, finitely closed and generates 91 since IJ E ‘R 
Theorem 3.4 is thus applicable to the triple 2X, 91, U. If  ‘8 = G(R,) where 
R, is a regular, right self-injective ring, then one can take R = U, and ‘9 
is simply the category PF(R,) of all finitely generated projective R-right 
modules. In detail one obtains 
THEOREM 8.1. Let R be a regular ring. 
(i) R is right self-injective i f f  R is algebraically left linearly compact. 
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(ii) I f  R has the properties of(i), then once obtains the quasiinverse dualities 
hom,+,W 
WR) < ’ f-CL&) 
homR.cont(--R) 
Proof. (1) Assume that R is right self-injective. Then G(R,) is a spectral 
category. With E = RR and ‘3 = PF(R,) Theorem 3.4 is applicable and 
shows that R = hom(R, , RR) is algebraically left coherent and linearly 
compact. Moreover 
6(RJ0* + STC(,R) : M -- hsm(M, R) 
is an equivalence. It is again trivial to see that the quasiinverse of this duality 
is given by X -+ hom,,,,,t (X, R). 
(2) Now assume that R is algebraically left linearly compact. Since R 
is regular it is left coherent, hence STC(,R) is a co-Grothendieck category 
with the projective generator RR. I show that each object of STC(,R) is 
projective. But Coh(mod RR) = PF(,R) where PF(,R) is the category of 
all finitely generated projective R-left modules. This follows from the 
regularity of R by [2], section 2, ex. 18. Hence every surjection in PF(,R) 
splits. Since PF(,R) cogenerates the co-Grothendieck category SK&R) 
an object 2 of STC(,R) is projective i f f  for every surjection f : X-j Y in 
STC(,R) with X E PF(,R) and every g : 2 --f Y there is an h : 2 + X with 
fh = g ([7], ch. 1). But since X is discrete and f is surjective in STC(,R) the 
module YT is also discrete, i.e., lies in Coh(mod RR) = PF(,R). This implies 
that f splits, i.e., has a section s, and then h = sg has the desired property. 
Hence all objects of STC(,R) are projective. From this one concludes that 
STC(,R)“~ is a spectral category with the generator R. In particular 
hom(,R, RR)0~’ z R. is right self-injective by 8.6. ~1 
~OPOSITION. 8.8. Let R be a regular, algebraically left linearly compact 
ring. The objects of STC(,R) are exactly the modules s(Y) zuhere Y is a special 
closed submodule of some RI, I a set. Here Rr has the product topology and s is 
the right adjoint of the inclusion STC(,R) C CTC(,R). 
Proof. By 5.21 R’with the product topology lies in CTC(,R). The same 
is true for any special closed submodule Y of RI, hence s(Y) E STC(,R) 
(5.22). Let on the other side X E STC(,R). Then X s lim,, X/X’ where X 
runs over the special open submodules of X. There results the continuous 
injection X + J&r X/X’. But the S/X’ are finitely generated projective 
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and thus contained in some finitely generated free module. Hence there is a 
continuous injection f  : X + RI, some set I. The continuous bijection 
induces the isomorphism X = s(S) ---, s( I-). /, 
IX. REPRESEXTATION OF GROTIIEKDIECK CATEGORIES AS FUNCTOR CATEGORIES 
In [5], p. 353, P. Gabriel has shown that for any small Abelian category !I3 
the category Lex(%, &6) of all left exact, additive functors from 23 to the 
category .dC of Abelian groups is a Grothendieck category. In [ 1 I], Section 2, 
prop. 2, J.-E. Roos has improved this result by showing that a category 81 
is a locally coherent Grothendieck category i f f  it is of the form Lex(23, Cp18) 
with a small abelian category B. In this section I am going to show a similar 
result for arbitrary Grothendieck categories. If  K and D are additive categories 
[O, CD] denotes the category of additive functors from K to 3). 
Let R be a ring and 23 a full, skeletal-small linearly compact subcategory 
of mod RR. I know that !B is a full and dense subcategory of % (5.17). 
By [ 121 Lemma 1.7, one obtains the full embedding 
where [‘B, .dl] denotes the additive functors from ‘B to .ci’6. I characterize 
those additive functors from ?B to .df which lie in the image of the above full 
embedding. 
PROPOSITION. 9.1. Situation as above. Let F : ‘H - ,&( be an additive 
functor. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) F is isomorphic to some @(X, --) I B , S t B. 
(2) F is a strict jiltered colimit of representable functors. 
(3) F is left exact, and commutes with filtered intersections. 
The assertion of (2) means that there is an inverse system 
Z directed, with epimorphisms fi, such that F - colim,%(B+ , --). The 
second assertion of (3) means that F(& Bi) = ni FBi whenever (B, ; i E I), 
Z directed, is a decreasing family of submodules in !B of some B E ‘B. Remark 
that when F is left exact one can identify FB, with its image under the 
canonical injection FB, -+ FB, and that then both F(ni BJ and ni FB, are 
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subgroups of FB. The condition (3) is equivalent with the requirement that F 
maps manic pullbacks onto pullbacks. A manic pullback is a pullback 
(C 3 Bi _fi, B; i EI), I any set, figi = fjgi , all i, j ~1, such that all fi 
are monomorphisms. This implies that also all gi are monomorphisms, and 
that, upon identification of Bi with its image underf, , one has C = ni B, . 
Proof. (1) =3- (3). The functor 
23(X, -) : $3 --f d.4 
is left exact. Also the injection 23 + @ is left exact by Theorem 5.21, hence 
@(X, -) 1 B is left exact. It is trivial that @(X, -) 1 ‘H preserves intersections. 
(3) => (2). Let F : 23 ---f z!fi be a left exact additive functor which 
preserves intersections (or filtered intersections, that is the same for a left 
exact functor). In particular F E Lex@, $151111). 
(a) I show first that the image of a morphism %(B, -) -2 F in 
LexQ.8, .dlC) is representable. It is enough to show that the kernel of h is 
representable. By Yoneda’s lemma h is given as 
h, : %(B, C) - FC : f a.+ (Ff)(x) 
where x := h,(l,). For B’ C B I identify FB’ with its canonical image under 
FB’ - FB (F left exact.), hence FB’ C FB. Then Let B, : = nB, B’ where B’ 
runs over all submodules B’ of B in % with x E FB’. By assumption (3) one 
has 
FB, = F (n B’) = n FB’, 
hence x E FB, . Let f : B --f B/B,, be the canonical map. I show that 
0 -- WW, , -) 8(f.-), B(B, -) IL ,F 
is exact in Lex(%, .Rd) (or in [%, s/J&]), i.e , that for each C t B 
(*) 0 - 2J(B/B,, , C) 
l’c ‘H(f*c) > %(B, C) -F 
is exact in .dG. Let g : B/B, + C be any linear map. Then 
MWf, C)k)) = F(gf)(x) = (Fg)(WW = 0 
since 
0-+FB,-FB -% F(B/B,) 
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is exact and s E FB,, , so (Ff)(x) = 0. Let on the other side g E 23(B, C) with 
(Fg)(x) = h,(g) = 0. Since 
is exact, so is 
0 --- kerg --•f B 9, C 
0 -+Fkerg --tFB -L%lK’, 
hence .I’ E F ker g. This implies B, i- ker R, i.e. g can be factorized as 
Hence g = !B(f, C)(g’) which implies the exactness of (*). 
(b) The calculation of (a) and the fact that the representable functors 
are closed under finite coproducts show that the representable subfunctors 
of F form a directed set I whose union (= colimit) in Lex(B, ~fl&) is F. For 
each i E I choose a Bi E !B with 23(B, , -) E i. The inclusions i Cj come 
from epimorphismsf,j : B, - B, . Hence 
(Bi,f,j:B,~Hi,iSj,irI) 
is a strict inverse system in 2.3, and 
co?m 23(& , -) E cofim i g F. 
It does not matter whether one takes this colimit in Lex(??,,dl) or in [‘B,.dG] 
because 1 is directed. 
(2) --> (1). Assume thatF z colim, 23(Bi , -) where (Bi , fij), I directed, 
is a strict inverse system in 23. Let X = lim Bi , algebraic limit with the 
limit topology. One knows (5.11) that the canonical projections pi : S -b Bi 
are surjective, that X has the ker pi , i E I, as basis, and that X E !%. For 
B E 23 (with the discrete topology) it follows that 
!&X, B) = @(lim Bi, B)g colim $3(Bt , B) = colim %(B, , B). 
The first isomorphism holds because, i f f  : X + B is continuous and linear, 
then kerf is open, hence contains some ker pi and thus f  can be factorized as 
A- P, Bi -- B. 
These calculations imply F E %(X, -) 1% . I/ 
Since under the above circumstances ‘13 is also dense in !%3 (5.23) one also 
obtains the full embedding 
$30, + [B, a?&] : x - qx, -) 1% . 
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I shall characterize those functors F which are isomorphic to some’$(X, -) 1% . 
Obviously, these F must have the equivalent properties of Proposition 9.1. 
A morphism J’ : G ---f F in [B, &8] is called special if for each morphism 
‘S(B, -) -F the pullback 23(B, -) x FG is also representable. If  F has the 
equivalent properties of Proposition 9.1 this is the same as to require 
that for each representable subfunctor %(B, -) C F the inverse image 
f-l(23(B, -) g %(B, --) % FG is representable. A subfunctor G CF is 
called special if the injection G ---, F is special. A functor FE [B, .d/] is 
called strict if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) F satisfies the equivalent conditions of Proposition 9.1. 
(ii) I f  G is a special subfunctor of F and also a subfunctor of some 
representable functor, then G is representable. 
The strict functors are obviously left exact by Proposition 9.1. Let then 
S Lex(S, &rP) be the full subcategory of Les(!23, ~16) of all strict functors. 
THEOREM 9.2. Let 23 be a full, skeletal-small and linearly compact suh- 
category of mod R, R a ring. Then the functor X -+ B(X, -) ‘?; induces an 
equivalence 
(Byy --f S Lex(23, .dG). 
Proof. (1) Let FE S Lex(23, &&). By Proposition 9.1 there is an X in $3 
with F g @(X, -) 1 $ . I show that X is strict, i.e. X E %. Let 1’ be a special 
closed submodule of X. Then @(X/Y, -) 1% C 5&X, -) j8 I show that 
‘@(X/Y, -) & is a special subfunctor of !8(S, -) ~B . For let 
B(B, -) = @(R, -) lb - 53(X, -) jB 
be an injection. This gives rise to the surjection X 4 B in !8. Hence w.1.o.g. 
B == S/X’ where X’ is a special open submodule of X. The co-Cartesian 
diagram 
s p---f -YiIY 
gives rise to the Cartesian diagram of functors 
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But Xj,y’ + I7 is discrete and in 23, hence 
$(X/X -f- Y, -) /* = !B(X/X’ + Y, -) 
is representable. This shows that the inverse image of the representable 
subfunctor %(B, -) of $3(X, -) 1% is representable, hence @(X/Y, -) 1% is 
a special subfunctor of ‘@(X, --) 1% . Now assume in addition that (X/Y),i, , 
i.e., X/k- with the discrete topology, lies in 23. Then @(X/Y, -) lb is both 
a special subfunctor of ‘8(X, - ) 1 8 G F and a subfunctor of the representable 
functor !-3(X/Y),ts , -). Since F is strict this implies that @(X/Y, -) 1% is 
representable. Hence X/Y is discrete and Y is open in X. Thus X E @. 
(2) I show now that for X E B the functor @(X, -) 1 3 = ‘8(X, --) ~ ‘zi 
is strict. Let G be a special subfunctor of @(X, --) /‘?i . Since ?%(X, -) la is 
the directed colimit of its representable subfunctors and since the intersections 
of G with these representable subfunctors are again representable because G 
is special, G itself is the directed colimit of representable subfunctors. By 
Proposition 9.1 G E !8(Z, -) 1% where 2 E @. The injection 
gives rise to the surjection f  : X + Z in ‘@. I show that f  is open. But let X’ 
be a special open submodule of X’. Then 23(X/X’, -) is a representable 
subfunctor of @(X, -) lw , hence 
23(X/X’, -) n !B(Z, -) lB g %(Zjf(X’), -) I8 
is representable since G E !&Z, -) 1. ,- is special. Hence Z,/f(X’) is discrete, 
i.e., f(X’) is open in Z. Thus f  is an open surjection which implies 
Xjkerf G Z in !8. But X E !8, hence Xlkerfand Z E % and G E %(Z, -) 18 . 
Now assume in addition that G is a subfunctor of some representable functor. 
Then there is an injection 
B(Z, -) I8 --f B(B, -) = B(B, -) 12 
giving rise to a surjection B ---f Z in B. This implies that Z is discrete and 
G&-&Z, -) 1% = B(Z, -) 
is representable. Hence %3(X, -) 1% is strict. 11 
As an obvious corollary one obtains 
PROPOSITION 9.3. Situation as in Theorem 9.2. Then ‘B is artinian z# 
S Lex(%, Ab) = Lex(%, Ab). 
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Proof. I f  
S Lex(%, Ab) = Lex(B, Ab) 
then !8 = @ by 9.1 and 9.2. Hence !.I3 is artinian by 5.24. If  B is artinian, 
then B = $? by 5.24, and obviously every left exact functor preserves inter- 
sections. Hence every left exact additive functor is strict, and 
S Lex(B, Ab) = Lex(B, Ab). I/ 
Remark 9.4. If  in the above situation B is artinian then one can show 
by a relatively short proof that 
($3)“fl - Lex(23, &b) 
is an equivalence. Since Lex(%, .dh) is a Grothendieck category ([G], p. 353) 
this implies that !8 is a co-Grothendieck category. This saves a great deal of 
work done in section 5. I do not know whether a similar argument is possible 
for linearly compact B’s. It is obvious that one can define the category 
S Lex(%, .dJ) for any skeletal-small Abelian category 23 in which the lattices 
of subobiects are complete. At this moment I do not know a list of categorical 
properties of 2) which insure that S Lex(23, Ab) is a Grothendieck category. 
As another corollary of Theorem 9.2 one obtains 
'~HEOKERI 9.5. (I) I f  R is a strict complete topologically left coherent and 
linearly compact ring there is the duality 
STC(R)“p ---f S Lex(Coh(Dis R), JJ[) : X _*b hom,,,,,t (X, -),,.c . 
(2) -4ny Grothendieck category is equivalent to a category 
S Lex(Coh(Dis R), .rLb) 
where R is a strict complete topologically left coherent and linearly compact ling. 
(3) If ‘!I is a Grothendieck category and of 91 is a full, skeletal-small, 
finitely closed, and generating subcategory of ?I, then one obtains the equzzlalence 
91 --f S Lex(Wp, .dS) : il - 91( -, A) Iyi . Ij 
APPENDIX (Added in Proof) 
(1) If  R is a complete topologicaily left coherent and linearly compact 
ring then R is automatically strict, i.e. R E STC(R). 
481/'5/4-7 
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(2) In order to avoid confusion with the classical notion of linearly 
compact module (Lefschetz, Zelinsky, Leptin) the algebraically (topologic- 
ally) linearly compact modules of this paper (Definition 4.8) should be called 
algebraically (topologically) F-linearly compact (‘IF” for “finite”). The 
second half of Remark 4.7. is misleading. The theory of classically linearly 
compact modules is the special case of Section 5 where 23 is also closed under 
taking subobjects. 
(3) The results 5.22 and 5.23 show that a module X E !8 is strict i f f  the 
topology of X is the finest topology I on X such that the abstract module X, 
equipped with the topology 2, lies in @. 
(4) The results 6.6 f f  can be generalized as follows: Let R be a ring and 
23 a skeletal-small, linearly compact subcategory of mod R, . By 5.23 the 
injection @ ---f mod R, preserves limits, and thus has a left adjoint N. Since 
the injection is also exact and since R, is a projective generator of mod R, 
the module R is a projective generator of %J, indeed 
!@R, X) g hom,(R, X) z X for all X E !8,. 
In particular @(a, R) E i?, hence R is a ring in a canonical fashion. 
Now assume in addition that the modules in %3 are finitely generated. Then, 
for each B E %, there is an exact sequence in ‘%3 
With the identifications R = ‘&R, 8) and X = %(A, X) the Theorems 3.3 
and 3.4 imply 93 = Coh(Dis Ra) and 8 = STC(RR). 
(5) Let R be a complete topologically left coherent and linearly compact 
ring. The spectral category of STC(R) is a functor 
P : STC(R) + Spec STC(R), 
which is universal w.r.t. the property that it transforms essential epimorphisms 
into isomorphisms ([6]). Then (Spec STC(R))“n is a spectral category, and 
P is right exact and preserves strict filtered limits (lot. cit.). 
THEOREM (Assumptions and Terminology as Above). Then R/RaR is 
regular and right self-injective, and idempotents can be lifted from R/RaR to R. 
The category STC(R/RaR) is the spectral category of STC(R), and the spectral 
functor is given on the discrete modules by 
P : Coh(Dis R) - PF(RIRaR) : X .+ XIRaX. 
Here RaR and RaX denote the Jacobson radical. 
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(6) Assumptions of Section 9. A trivial extension of the proof of 9.1, 
applied to the dual situation of 9.5, (3), h s ows that an additive, left exact 
functor F : $X0x’ + &‘b is strict i f f  it satisfies the following condition: If  
X E 91 and if (Ni ; i E I), I directed, is an increasing family of subobjects of N 
with u -Vi = N then the canonical map 
FN - lim, FXi 
is a bijection. This has been shown by Jan-Erik 1~00s by means of the theory 
of sheaves w.r.t. Grothendieck topologies (unpublished manuscript). J.-E. 
1~00s also gives a complete and elegant solution of the problem in Remark 
9.4; in particular he shows that the strict left exact functors from WP to -r4c 
are exactly the sheaves w.r.t. the canonical topology on ‘%. 
(7) The theorem 5.23 implies a generalization and a new simplified proof 
of several theorems of C. U. Jensen (On the vanishing of lim(*l), to appear 
in J. Algebra). Let R be a ring and let !Z5 be a skeletal-small, full subcategory 
of mod R, closed under finite limits and colimits and intersection of sub- 
objects. Let S : @ - mod R be the injection. 
THEOREM (Assumptions as Above). The following assertions are equiuulent: 
(1) The category 23 is linearly compact. 
(2) For each small category I which is Jiltered from below, fey each F E @, 
and for each n > 0 the relation 
liml(n)SF == 0 
holds. 
(3) The assertion of (2) is true for directed ordered sets I, F t B’ avid n ~ 1. 
Here lim,(n) is the n-th right derived functor of the functor 
lim, : (mod R)’ ---f mod R. 
The proof of this theorem is a trivial consequence of the fact that 23 is a 
co-Grothendieck category, that mod R has exact direct products, and that 
the injection !B + mod R preserves products and is exact. 
(8) Several decisive results of this paper have independently been found 
by Remi Goblot (unpublished). 
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